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1. Summary of Preliminary Design Review (PDR) Report 
1.1 Team Name and Location  

The team name of the United States Military Academy’s NASA Student Launch Team is 

USMA ARES (Army Rocketry Engineering Sciences). The mailing address for USMA ARES is 

321 Northview CT, Peekskill, 10566.  

1.2 Mentor Information 

Mentor Name Robert Perezalemany 

Professional Title Assistant Professor in the Department of 

Physics and Nuclear Engineering  

Rank Major - O4 

Prior Rocketry Experience Research at Naval Postgraduate School ISO of 

USSTRATCOM to develop mission-critical 

payloads in denied environments. 

Research focused on designing a low-cost 

rocket to reach Mach 2.2 at an altitude of 

30,000ft and maintain a servo control 

system. 

Launched rockets at range near Naval Air 

Weapons Station China Lake using M, N, and 

O motors. 

Contact Information robert.perezalemany@westpoint.edu 

(787)-406-0109 

NAR Number #114306  

Certification Level  2 

 

 

 

 

mailto:robert.perezalemany@westpoint.edu
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1.3 Time Spent on PDR  

Group Project 

Management 

Payload Funding Launch 

Vehicle 

Outreach Safety Total  

Time 

(Hours) 

30 64 12 80 8 10 204 

hours 

 

1.4 Launch Vehicle Summary 

The target altitude set by the team is 4,400 feet. The target altitude was selected to 

conform with NASA Student launch competition goals and West Point Range 11’s 

restrictions of a 5,000 ft ceiling. The team selected the AeroTech K2050ST-P motor for the 

preliminary design. The Payload section is 52.5 inches in length and has a mass of 81.802 

oz. The Avionics section is 19.5 inches in length and has a mass of 61.78 oz. The Motor 

section is 22.928 inches in length and has a mass of 75.47 oz.  

The parachutes used by the launch vehicle are 48-inches in diameter for the main 

parachute and 15-inches in diameter for the drogue parachute. The combination of these 

two parachutes will allow the launch vehicle to hit the ground at a maximum descent rate 

of 18.6 ft/s, which will allow the rocket to impact the ground with a force under 90 ft lbs as 

required by NASA.  

1.5 Payload Summary 

The rocket payload will consist of a USB camera system deployed using a 3.8in x 

8.9in and 45.9 oz bus.  The Remote Area Survey Probe's payload will be deployed at 4400 

ft. The RASP’s landing legs will conform with the payload’s body during descent and deploy 

to correct the payload’s verticality following the touchdown. It will subsequently survey 

the surrounding area using a 360° swiveling camera system. 

Following its controlled descent and succeeding touchdown, the payload will self-

stabilize using a series of linear actuators commanded by motor control boards that receive 

accelerometer data. The payload’s electronic systems, consisting of an antenna, RF 

communicator, and Raspberry Pi, will then control a servo that will rotate the camera using 

a received string of RF commands transmitted by NASA. 
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2. Changes Made Since Proposal  
2.1 Launch Vehicle Changes 

 The first change made to the launch vehicle was the motor. Originally, the team 

identified an Aerotech K828FJ-P motor, but it was changed to K2050ST-P. In addition to the 

changes made to the rocket design, this change adjusted the original target apogee from 

4,900 feet to 4,400 feet. It was made with the subscale rocket in mind, so that the team 

could mimic the performance of the full-scale rocket as accurately as possible with the 

subscale. Initially, there was an error in the design where the inner tube was designed to 

fill all the space between the motor and rocket body, but once the correction was made, the 

inner tube was cut down so that the fins could be inserted into the rocket. This drastically 

changed the mass from 355 oz to 220 oz. The stability also changed from 2.59 to 2.13, so 

the stability margin is still met. A camera was also added to the rocket's exterior, following 

NASA guidance that it is aft of the Center of Gravity. The CG and CP also changed from 

71.875 in and 82.232 in from the nose cone to 59.579 in and 68.101 in, respectively. The 

length was also shortened from 101 in to 95.428 in.   

2.2 Payload Changes  

 Since the proposal, each of the payload’s systems was refined to get the team closer 

to creating a functional prototype. First, the payload’s frame was redesigned, with the 

deployable self-righting legs being changed from a round design to a square design better 

to distribute the weight of the payload on the ground. The payload’s upper half containing 

the rotating camera assembly was changed from being supported by numerous vertical 

posts to being supported by a transparent acrylic frame. This change was done to avoid the 

camera’s imaging solution being obscured by a support structure. Additional changes to the 

payload’s body included mounting points for the payload’s electronics, legs, and servos and 

increases to the payload body’s thickness to increase impact tolerance. Further changes 

were made to the payload’s electronic components, with the team switching the camera 

system from a Raspberry Pi camera to a standard USB camera. We also added an onboard 

gyroscope to detect payload tilt and made provisions to make a script to modify leg 

extension to correct any tilt that remains post-leg deployment. A circuit diagram of the 

entire system was developed, with the necessary electronic infrastructure, such as motor 
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controllers, regulators, and resistors, to develop the system fully. These changes slightly 

decreased from 9.44 in (240mm) to 8.89in (226mm), with the weight coming to 45.9onces, 

coming just short of the initial projected weight of 48 ounces. 

2.3 New Members 

Once the team began working on the proposal, the main challenges we identified 

were the RF communication requirement and the government orders process. In addition 

to researching RF communications and the government orders process, the team sought to 

expand its staff by bringing in members with expertise in those fields. Sam Della-Santina is 

a new member who is an Electrical Engineering major and has experience with RF 

communications. He is also the Cadet in Charge of the HAM radio club, which will be 

collaborating with USMA ARES for the Student Launch Competition.  

CDT Ellery Doyna will be working with the finance team to assist CDT Shah in the 

budget and order process. She has experience with investing that will be necessary for 

managing funds. The team has also started working in collaboration with West Point’s 

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, utilizing their expertise to 

refine the payload’s design. 

2.4 Funding Changes 

The USMA Department of Civil and Mechanical Engineering (CME) has given ARES a 

$15,000 grant, which is used as the primary source of funding after the initial funds from 

the August 2022 order was completed. CME has received this money from multiple sources 

including Boeing, the Office of Naval Research (ONR), and the U.S. Army Combat 

Capabilities Development Command (DEVCOM).  
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3. Vehicle Criteria 
3.1 Mission Statement 

The mission of USMA ARES is to successfully design, build, and launch a reusable 

rocket in Huntsville, Alabama in April 2023 capable of carrying a payload to an apogee of 

4,400 feet in order to demonstrate competence in rocketry.  

3.2 Mission Success Criteria 

 The mission will be considered a success if the team meets all objectives outlined in 

the 2022-2023 NASA Student Launch Handbook to win the competition safely and 

effectively.  

3.3 Launch Vehicle Layout Overview 

 The launch vehicle is 95.428 inches in length and 4 inches in diameter. The 

motorless weight is 175 oz, and the motor's mass is 220 oz. The motor has a mass of 23.2 

oz, which becomes 46 oz once the propellant is considered. The motor will be an Aerotech 

K2050ST-P motor. The airframe will primarily be constructed out of Blue Tube. Below is an 

OpenRocket design of the rocket. Figure 1 displays the rocket sections, and Figure 2 

showcases the locations of energetic materials and the points of separation. 

 
Figure 1: Launch Vehicle Design in OpenRocket 
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Figure 2: Rocket Separation 

 The launch vehicle is broken down into three sections, a payload section in the front, 

an avionics section in the middle, and then the motor section in the rear. These sections 

were created with parachute deployment in mind. Furthermore, assembly and 

transportation will be more accessible by breaking down the rocket into sections.  

 First, the rocket's payload section will house the payload and the drogue parachute. 

The section will separate from the other two sections at the bulkhead between the avionics 

bay and the forward section. The drogue parachute will deploy here to take the payload to 

the ground. This section also contains the nose cone, shock cords, and deployment charges.  

 Second, the avionics section is from the avionics bay to the bulkhead that separates 

the motor and avionics sections. The middle section contains the avionics bay and main 

parachute. There are four bulkheads in this section, two towards the front that contains the 

avionics bay and two towards the rear to separate the middle section from the motor 

section. The main parachute will deploy from this section. This section also contains a 

shock cord and deployment charges. The bulkheads and couplers will be attached via 

epoxy.  

 Finally, the motor section entails the motor, inner tube, and fins. The fins will be 

epoxied through the airframe into the inner tube for a stable connection. Below is a table 

showing the mass of each component as well as the mass of the subsections. 
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Component Mass (oz) 
Nose Cone 20.6 

Payload Tube 10.7 
Payload 48 

Drogue Parachute 2.17 
Shock Cord Nose Cone to Payload 0.025 
Shock Cord Payload to Parachute 0.282 
Shock Cord Parachute to Avionics 0.025 

Payload Section Total 81.802 
Avionics Tube 6.75 

Bulkhead 0.27 
Bulkhead 0.27 

Avionics Bay 40 
Main Parachute 13.3 

Shock Cord Avionics Bay to Parachute 0.025 
Shock Cord Parachute to Motor 0.025 

Bulkhead 0.27 
Bulkhead 0.27 
Camera 0.6 

Avionics Section Total 61.78 
Motor Tube 7 

Fins 3.33 
Tube Coupler 5.05  

Inner Tube 10.2  
Motor 45.3 

Engine Block 3.12 
Centering Ring 0.735 
Centering Ring 0.735 

Motor Section Total 75.47 
Total Mass 220  

Table 1: Component Mass 

3.3.1 Airframe  
 When selecting the material for the airframe, several materials were considered 

during the design. All construction materials must either be outsourced or used from 

previous projects. Blue Tube, G12 Fiberglass, and carbon fiber were the three primary 

materials looked at. They were then vetted based on cost, availability, density, RF 

transparency, and tensile yield strength. These materials are similar in that they have the 

strong structural integrity to support the airframe and are constructed in similar styles to 

each other.  
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Material Density 
(oz/in3) 

Compressive Stress 
Strength (ksi) 

Cost ($) Photo of Material 

Blue Tube 0.751 5 43.95 

 
 

G12 
Fiberglass 

1.38 84 132 

 
Carbon 
Fiber 

1.03 107 257.40 

 
Table 2: Airframe Material Options 

 If the team was making the selection process solely on strength, then carbon fiber 

would be the obvious choice. However, carbon fiber is much more expensive than the other 

two materials and is not RF Transparent. It could be solved by mixing carbon fiber with 

Blue Tube and Fiberglass, but the team wants to stay consistent with the material. 

Furthermore, a strength of 107 ksi is not necessary for the rocket. These strengths were 

found in the sources “Blue Tube 2.0” for the Blue Tube, Nelson, Jared W., et al. for the 

Fiberglass, and “Overview of Materials for Epoxy/Carbon Fiber Composite” for the Carbon 

Fiber. 

 With carbon fiber ruled out, the debate goes between fiberglass and blue tube. 

Fiberglass is more expensive than blue tubes but has three times the tensile yield strength. 

Both materials are RF Transparent as well. Testing done by the blue tube manufacturer, 
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Always Ready Rocketry, shows that blue tube has a Break Load of 1548 lbf with a standard 

deviation of 53. The max thrust of the rocket is 2168 N (487 lbf) which is well below the 

break load. Both materials are available in the required diameters for the rocket design. 

This leaves availability and cost as the determining factors. Since the blue tube is cheaper, 

meets the strength requirements for the rocket, and is RF Transparent, the team decided to 

make the airframe out of blue tube.  

3.3.2 Nose Cone 

 When selecting the Nose Cone, the team looked at what was already available from 

previous projects and what options were available on the market. After this analysis, the 

team needed to consider how the nose cone affects drag force and the rocket's 

aerodynamics. Once different nose cones were identified, the sizes were input into 

OpenRocket to determine how the nose cone affected the stability and altitude of the 

rocket. Below is a decision matrix for the material and nose cone shape. 

 

Criteria Material Shape 
Feature Wt. Fiberglass Carbon 

Fiber 
Blue 
Tube 

Ogive Conical Parabolic Ellipsoid 

RF 
Transparent 

3 3 1 2 - - - - 

Weight 2 2 1 3 - - - - 
Availability 2 3 1 2 4 3 2 1 

Cost 2 2 1 3 4 3 2 1 
Strength 3 2 3 1 - - - - 

Total 29 18 25 16 12 8 4 
Table 3: Nose Cone Engineering Decision Matrix 

Carbon fiber, blue tube, and fiberglass were considered materials for the airframe. 

Much of the rationale is like the airframe where the team does not need a carbon fiber nose 

cone. The fiberglass or blue tube option would be strong enough to support the mission. 

Furthermore, carbon fiber was ruled out again because of its inability to be RF Transparent 

and its high cost compared to the other two materials. The Engineering Decision Matrix 

above shows that fiberglass was chosen by a small margin, with blue tube a close second. 

Regarding shape, research showed that an ogive shape would be the most practical 

for the mission. Not only did it appear to be the most available on the market, but after 
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experimenting in OpenRocket, ogive-shaped nose cones yielded the apogee and stability 

factor that the team wanted. The nose cone is attached to the rocket using a shoulder, 

reducing the rocket's drag since no external modifications are made. Going through the 

Engineering Decision Matrix above also left Ogive as the chosen design, confirming the 

shape choice.  

3.3.3 Fins 

 The fins on the rocket ensure stability and aerodynamic flow. The fins were 

designed with three goals in mind. The first objective was to achieve a stability factor of at 

least 2. The second was to keep the center of pressure below the center of gravity. The 

third was to achieve a factor of safety greater than 1.75 so that the fins would survive the 

flight. With these objectives in mind, the team constructed a design matrix to determine the 

best shape and material based on research. 

 

Criteria Material Shape 
Feature Wt. Fiberglass Carbon 

Fiber 
Blue 
Tube 

Trapezoidal Elliptical Rectangle Swept 

CP 2 - - - 4 3 2 1 
Aerodynamics 3 - - - 4 1 2 3 

Weight 2 3 1 2 - - - - 
Cost 1 3 1 2 - - - - 

Strength 2 1 3 2 - - - - 
Total 14 10 12 20 9 10 11 

Table 4: Fins Engineering Decision Matrix 

There are three fins permanently attached to the rocket via epoxy. Three fins were 

chosen based on experimenting with OpenRocket, as using two or four did not meet the 

team's requirements. The fins will be permanently attached to ensure stability and a solid 

connection to the rocket. Furthermore, permanently attaching the fins simplifies the 

design, as the team did not see value in increasing complexity where it was unnecessary.  

The fins cross section is shown below in figure 3. The shape and surface area of the 

fins is vital because they determine the rocket's stability and the factor of safety for the 

survivability of the fins during flight. The team went with a trapezoidal surface area for the 

fin, shown on the left side of the figure, and a rectangular cross-section on the right side. 
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The team could have increased the efficiency of the rocket by shaving down the sides of the 

cross-section so it was not flat. However, the rocket had already reached the target apogee, 

and performance requirements were met, so this was not a necessary adjustment.  

 
Figure 3: Fin Design 

 With the stability factor of 2 achieved and the center of pressure below the center of 

gravity, two questions are still left. How to attach the fins, and will they survive flight? To 

answer the second question, the team looked at the fin flutter velocity and compared it to 

the max velocity of the rocket. 

First, the surface area was calculated using equation 1. 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =
𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 + 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡

2
𝑏𝑏 →  

5 + 10
2

∗ 3.25 = 24.375  (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2) (1) 

 The calculated aspect ratio is the ratio of the height of the fins to their surface area, 

shown below.  

𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴 =
𝑏𝑏2

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
→

3.252

24.375
= 0.43 (2) 

 The ratio from the tip chord to the root chord, represented by λ, was found by using 

equation 3.  
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λ =
𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡
𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟

→
5

10
= 0.5 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) (3) 

 After research, the team found the equations necessary to find the temperature, 

pressure, and speed of sound in the Apogee Peak of Flight Newsletter. OpenRocket 

provided an estimate for the height of maximum velocity at 1910ft. Equations 4, 5, and 6 

calculate temperature, pressure, and the speed of sound, respectively. 

𝑇𝑇 = 59 − 0.00356 ∗ 1910 = 52.2004(𝐹𝐹) (4) 

 

 𝑃𝑃 =
2116
144

∗ (
𝑇𝑇 + 459.7

518.6
)5.256 = 13.724(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) (5) 

   

𝛼𝛼 = �1.4 ∗ 1716.59 ∗ (𝑇𝑇 + 459.7) = 1108.937 �
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑝𝑝
� (6) 

  After doing research, the value of Young’s Modulus (E) was determined to be 

1,350,000 psi for plywood, researched from the source Engineering ToolBox (2011). The 

Poisson's ratio was also determined to be 0.3. Using this value, the team calculated the 

shear modulus (G) with equation 7. 

𝐺𝐺 =
𝐸𝐸

2(1 + 𝜐𝜐) = 388461.54(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) (7) 

 Finally, with all the unknowns solved, the flutter velocity could be calculated with 

equation 8. Note that the thickness, t, is equal to 0.125 in, and the length, c, is equal to 10 in.  

𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹 = 𝛼𝛼
�

𝐺𝐺
1.337𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟3(𝜆𝜆 + 1)𝑃𝑃

2(𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 + 2)(𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐)3

= 1439.49 �
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑝𝑝
� (8)

 

 Using the flutter velocity and max velocity, the safety factor was calculated to be 

1.927, above the goal of 1.75. It reassures the team that the fins can perform and 

accomplish the mission under launch conditions.  
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3.3.4 Bulkheads 

 The launch vehicle will contain four bulkheads, two as a part of the Avionics Bay and 

then two isolating the Motor section from the Avionics section via the coupler. Based on the 

decision matrix below and previous rocket-building experience, the team decided on the 

material.  

Criteria Material 
Attribute Weight Plywood Aluminum Fiberglass 
Strength 3 2 3 1 
Weight 2 3 1 2 

Cost 1 3 2 1 
Total 15 12 8 

Table 5: Bulkhead Material Engineering Design Matrix 

 These three materials were selected based on what was available and what could be 

easily ordered. Previous launches were conducted with plywood bulkheads, so their 

reliability had already been tested. However, alternatives needed to be looked at to ensure 

the best possible decision was made based on the team’s values. Aluminum is the strongest 

choice, but the team decided to go with plywood when considering weight and cost. The 

bulkheads will be attached to the rocket body via epoxy.  

3.3.5 Motor Selection 

 Three motors were considered for the PDR design since the proposal. The first of 

these is the Aerotech K2050ST-P Motor. Aerotech’s K535-14 and K-185 motors were also 

considered.  While the K-185 met the apogee requirement, it did not meet the required exit 

rail velocity. Thus, this motor was ruled out. 

Similarly, the K535-14 did not meet the velocity requirement, ruling this motor out.  

leaves the K2050ST-P Motor, which was selected for this design. The K2050ST-P Motor 

delivers the rocket to the height requirements within NASA requirements and as well as 

range control requirements at West Point so we can conduct test launches. Below is plot of 

the motor thrust curve and a table of the K2050ST-P Motor specifications.  
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Figure 4: Motor Thrust Curve 

Diameter 2.13 in 

Length 15.1 in 

Total Impulse 1384 N*s 

Wet Mass 45.3 oz 

Dry Mass 23.2 oz 

Max Thrust 2168 N 

Average Thrust 1900 N 

Table 6: K2050ST-P Specifications 

 

3.4 Recovery Subsystem 

3.4.1 Avionics 

Electronics included in the avionics bay that pertains to the recovery of the rocket 

include a Simple GPS transmitter with a 9v battery to power it and two sets of EasyMega 

flight computers with 900mAh LiPo batteries. To retain the redundancy of altimeters, two 

EasyMega flight computers will be mounted in the avionics bay on either side of the flight 
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board as seen below. The avionics bay tube will be used as the coupler between the 

payload section and avionics section of the rocket.  

  
Figure 5: CAD Model of Avionics Bay with Components 

The EasyMega Flight Computer is a commercially available model rocketry 

computer that serves as an altimeter that tracks flight data and a pyrotechnical network 

that initiates rocketry recovery systems. Both flight computers will record flight data and 

initiate the recovery systems via leads connected to commercial electronic matches and 

black powder charges. The first flight computer will initiate the first stage of recovery at 

apogee as recognized by the flight computer. It will initiate the second stage of recovery at 

an altitude of 600 feet. The second flight computer will have separate leads and electronic 

matches leading to the exact black powder charges on either side of the avionics bay. The 

first stage is initiated 1 second after apogee and the second stage initiates at an altitude of 

600 feet. The battery we have chosen to power the EasyMega is the 3.7v 900mAh LiPo 

battery as recommended by Apogee Rockets, where the components were acquired from. 

With LiPo batteries being used in the rocket, special attention will be paid to their 

mounting and protection within the avionics bay to prevent damage which can lead to fire, 

explosion, or toxic gas emittance. An alternative that was considered for the EasyMega was 

the RRC3 “Sport” Dual Deployment Altimeter. EasyMega was chosen because it was 

available in ApogeeRockets. The RRC3 “Sport” is also carried on the ApogeeRockets 

website but is not in stock. Secondly, the RRC3 “Sport” is larger than the EasyMega while 

not providing more necessary or useful tools. 
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Figure 6: EasyMega Flight Computer and LiPo Battery 

The Simple GPS Tracker system employs a transmitter that is mounted inside the 

avionics bay and a handheld tracker that points in the direction of the rocket and reads 

how many feet to the rocket within 6-8 miles depending on terrain. The transmitter will be 

powered by a commercial 9v battery mounted to the flight board. The Featherweight GPS 

was a strong consideration when choosing a GPS system, but the Simple GPS Transmitter 

was chosen because it does not have an external antenna to attach or risk breaking, and we 

can utilize a traditional 9v battery instead of a LiPo battery to reduce the risk of 

catastrophic failure by fire or explosion. 

 
Figure 7: Simple GPS Transmitter 

The ARES rocket will incorporate a manual rotary switch accessible from the 

outside of the rocket without disassembly. The purpose of this switch is to allow the rocket 

to remain in launch configuration on the launch rails for an extended amount of time 

without draining the internal batteries of the rocket. Once the rotary switch is turned into 

the on position, power will be distributed to the avionics components. By the nature of the 

rotary switch, it will not be able to be turned off by launch forces and is, therefore a safe 

option for the purpose of maintaining battery life on the launch rails. The rotary switch will 
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either be mounted flush with the body of the rocket or housed in a window built into the 

rocket body and avionics bay, if possible, by in-house engineering means. An alternative 

under consideration is a simple push switch to turn the power on to the system. This would 

be done by drilling two small access holes in the body of the rocket and avionics bay. One 

hole would be used to pin the avionics bay in place to ensure it does not rotate inside the 

rocket body and the other hole would be left open so a rod can be inserted to manipulate 

push switch. 

 
Figure 8: Rotary Switch for High Power Rocketry 

 

3.4.2 Dual Deployment Recovery Overview 
This launch vehicle employs a 8eployment recovery system. A dual deployment 

recovery system utilizes a combination of a drogue parachute and a main parachute. The 

drogue chute will be located closest to the payload section of the rocket. Upon drogue 

deployment, the rocket will split into three sections: avionics/fin-can, payload, and 

nosecone. The drogue chute will be coupled directly with the payload and avionics, while 

the main chute will be coupled with the avionics and the fin-can. 

Shock chords will connect the drogue chute to an O-ring on the bottom of the 

payload. The drag force created when the drogue chute releases will cause the payload to 

get pulled out of the payload bay. The nosecone portion will be anchored to the same O-

ring on the payload to ensure that all parts of the aircraft stay together on descent. For the 

sake of redundancy in the recovery system, and to ensure rocket separation and drogue 

deployment, there will be two separate black powder charges for each parachute 

compartment. At apogee, the first E-match, in the drogue compartment, will ignite and fire. 

For redundancy in the chance that there is ignition failure with the first black powder 

charge, the second charge will go off a second after hitting apogee. With the charges in the 
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main parachute compartment, the first charge will go off at 600 feet AGL, and the second 

charge will go off at 550 feet AGL. The main parachute will also be utilizing a deployment 

bag, to help ensure the parachute inflates properly and in the correct order. 

 

Event  Description Altitude/Timing Redundancy 

Separation 1 Avionics bay and 
upper portion of 
launch vehicle 
(payload and nose 
cone) separate. 
Initiate Drogue 
parachute 
deployment. 

4500 feet – apogee  4500 feet + 1 second 

Separation 1 Payload pulled out of 
body tube via drogue 
parachute. 

4500 feet – apogee  4500 feet + 1 second 

Separation 2 Avionics bay and fin-
can separate, initiate 
main parachute 
deployment. 

600 feet 550 feet  

Separation 2 Full deployment of 
main parachute  

600 feet 550 feet  

Table 7: Recovery Details 
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Figure 9: Left: Drogue Parachute Deployment Diagram. Right: Main Parachute Deployment Diagram 

The main chute is located closest to the fin-can and will be tethered between the 

avionics bay and the fin-can of the rocket. The main chute will deploy at 600 feet AGL. Like 

the charge in the drogue section, the main parachute deployment will have two redundant 

E-Matches to ensure proper separation and deployment of the main parachute.  

 

3.4.3 Body Tube Separation  
 

Three shear pins will be utilized to keep the avionics bay and fin-can attached 

during initial descent from apogee to main parachute opening. The shear pins will prevent 

premature deployment of the main parachute. For our launch vehicle, we will be using the 

Small Nylon shear pins from Apogee Components. These three pins, combined, will require 

64.24 pounds to shear. The same type of shear pins will be used to secure the payload 

section to the avionics bay.  

Furthermore, our team considered the use of pressure relief holes in the body tube 

of the rocket. With increasing altitude, there will be an imbalance of pressure in the inside 
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of the rocket tube and the outer environment. Potential risks of pressure imbalance include 

premature body tube separation, and thus premature parachute deployment. However, our 

rocket will only be going up to 4500 feet – this accounts for a difference in approximately 

2.25 psi. To calculate the force on the bulkhead with a chance in 2.25 psi, we can use the 

following equation.  

  𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2) = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃(𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝)     (12) 

The diameter of the rocket is 3.922 inches, so the force in pounds on the bulkhead will be  

2.25 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ∗ �𝜋𝜋 ∗ �
3.922

2
�
2

� 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 = 27.18 𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝 

Our team concluded that this force would not be sufficient for premature separation of the 

rocket – the three shear pins used to the avionics bay to the upper and lower portion, or the 

rocket require a combined 64.24 pounds of force to shear.   

Further reasoning of why our team decided against pressure relief holes lies in our 

initial decision on the effect pressure relief holes would have on the performance of the 

rocket. The biggest concerns lied on the effect those holes would have on the ejection 

charges. The team’s subscale rocket will launch without pressure relief holes – however, if 

there are issues with the launch, like with premature separation of rocket, we will begin to 

incorporate pressure relief holes in our design.   

3.4.4 Parachute Considerations 
The parachute sizes have been reconsidered for the PDR since the proposal, with the 

main parachute size decreasing from 72 inches in diameter to 48 inches, and the drogue 

parachute decreasing from 24 inches in diameter to 15 inches. This was determined after 

looking at alternative parachute sizes.   

From the proposal, with the 72-inch main and 24-inch drogue, the descent rate did 

not meet the NASA criteria of descending from apogee to ground in under 90 seconds.  We 

prioritize safety of the components with a ground impact velocity of 12.3 ft/s. With these 

parachute dimensions, this system will have a total flight time of 143 seconds. After 

reaching apogee at 15.3 seconds this leaves 127.7 seconds of flight time, which exceeds the 
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90 second limit.   As a result of the long descent time, high amounts of wind drift would 

occur, increasing the probability of our launch vehicle drifting further than 2500 feet from 

the launch pad. With the PDR, the recovery team sought to find a set of parachutes that 

would decrease the descent time to meet NASA’s requirement, whilst still hitting the 

ground at a safe velocity. 

The recovery team had to decide between a toroidal shape parachute and a classic 

elliptical parachute. Assuming the same diameter of both parachutes, the toroidal 

parachute offers a higher coefficient of drag than the classic elliptical parachute. However, 

the elliptical parachute trades the higher coefficient of drag for the ability to open at a 

faster decent velocity. Ultimately, the parachute of choice for the launch vehicle was 

decided to be the 48-inch Fruity Chutes Iris Ultra Parachute, which has a toroidal shape is 

toroidal, rather than the classic elliptical parachute. The values for drag coefficient and area 

were sources from Apogee components, with the drag coefficient being 2.2, and area being 

21.1 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓2.  

 Our team prioritized a safe descent velocity over the ability to open at a higher 

descent velocity – the drogue chute would be utilized to lower the descent velocity just 

enough so that the main toroidal chute can open safely. Furthermore, parachute 

deployment bag for our main parachute will allow for a slower and more gradual 

deployment sequence, decreasing the stress on the rocket body upon parachute 

deployment. 

Since the proposal, the drogue chute was changed from a 24-inch drogue to a 15-

inch drogue chute. Our team was looking for a faster descent time from apogee to main 

parachute opening but wanted to keep the descent velocity under 80 feet per second to 

prevent the main chute from being shredded upon opening, or to prevent the rocket from 

zippering under high stress at main parachute deployment. 

To determine the parachute size that would have the fastest descent velocity, but 

under 80 feet per second square. We utilized the Drag Force equation for this, but 

rearranged it to solve for velocity, demarcated by the variable v.  
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Drag Force Equation 

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 1
2 
𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑  ∗ 𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝑣𝑣2     (9) 

𝑣𝑣 = √(
2mg

𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑  ∗ 𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝑝𝑝
) 

For this calculation, we will be relying on assumed values. The assumed value for 

the sake of this calculation will be 𝑝𝑝, which is air density. We are going to be assuming air 

density to be 0.051702 lb/ft3, which is the calculate value of air density 4500 feet ASL at a 

temperature of 59 degrees Fahrenheit, 40% relative humidity and standard pressure of 

29.92 in-Hg.  

The weight of the rocket (W) with the expended motor will be 191.3 oz, or 11.96 lbs. 

The area of the drogue chute, as reported on Apogee Components, was 2.2 ft2. Likewise, the 

coefficient of drag for the parachute was reported on Apogee Components as 1.5. Gravity is 

32 ft/s2.  Thus, using these values, we can calculate the descent velocity.   

𝑣𝑣 = �
2(11.96∗32)

(1.5) ∗(2.2 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡2)∗�.051702 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡3

�
= 66.98 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡

𝑠𝑠2
                                       (10) 

Initial descent from our drogue parachute is 66.98 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡
𝑠𝑠2

, which is less than the 

goal of keeping descent velocity under 80 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡
𝑠𝑠2

 for the drogue parachute. Open rocket 

simulations state that the vertical descent velocity was 67.15 ft/s 

Parachute placement on the launch vehicle was carefully decided by the ARES team. 

Once the launch vehicle lands safely on the ground, the payload must complete a series of 

tasks using its 360° swiveling camera. To mitigate the chances of the parachute covering 

the payload upon landing, the team opted to put the drogue parachute on the upper section 

of the rocket, closer to the payload, and the main parachute on the lower portion of the 

rocket, near the fin-can. With the large parachute further away from the payload, we 

believe it will mitigate the chances of the parachute covering the payload camera upon 

landing.  
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Many dual deployment rocket kits, like from Apogee, tend to put the main parachute 

closer to the top of the launch vehicle to improve its stability – the main parachute does 

tend to be larger and heavier than the drogue parachute. A general rule of thumb for a 

stable rocket is to have the center of pressure aft of the center of gravity.  

In the case of our launch vehicle, the weight of the payload helps push the center of 

gravity (CG) of the vehicle closer to the nose cone than the center of pressure of the rocket, 

which is ideal. Measured from the tip of the nosecone, the center of gravity is 58.33 inches 

down the rocket, and the center of pressure is 66.61 inches from the tip of the nose cone, 

which is ideal. With the main parachute near the bottom of our rocket, and the drogue 

chute at the top of the rocket, there is an 8.28-inch difference between the CG and the CP. 

When we switch the locations of the parachutes, by putting the main parachute near the 

nosecone of the rocket and drogue chute near the fin-can of the rocket, our CG changes to 

57.34, with the CP staying the same. Thus, the difference in CG-CP will now be 8.97 inches. 

Our team determined that decreasing the chances of the parachute covering the payload 

was of more value than a 0.69-inch difference in CG-CP.  

3.4.5 Parachute Protection 
The black powder charge ejections will increase the possibility of parachute damage 

upon deployment. For the main parachute, our team considered utilizing a 18 inch by 18 

inch parachute protector from Apogee Components. However, due to the size of our main 

parachute, 48 inches   

3.4.6 Ejection Charges  
Ideal Gas Law 

𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉 = 𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇               (3) 

In order to calculate the amount of black powder needed for parachute ejection and 

separation of body tubes, we will be utilizing the Ideal Gas Law. Adjustments to the size of 

the launch vehicle and parachute compartments resulted in recalculation of assumed 

numbers of black powder required for the ejection charges.  

We will rearrange the Ideal Gas Law to calculate the value of n, which will be in the 

units of ounces.  
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𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

            (11) 

 

The ideal gas constant for black powder is 22.16 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑅

. The combustion gas 

temperature is 3307 R. There are going to be assumed values when calculating the grams 

of black powder needed for the deployment charges, pressure, and volume. We have 

agreed on the pressure target being 12 psi, which will put 144.97 pounds of force on the 

bulkhead. This force, in theory, will be sufficient to shear the three shear pins securing the 

body parts. Ground testing of black powder charges will allow us to finalize our decisions 

with regards to black powder charges.  

  𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖) ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2) = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃(𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝)     (12) 

12 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ∗ �𝜋𝜋 ∗ �
3.922

2
�
2

� 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 = 144.97 𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝 

The volume of our drogue parachute compartment is  

  𝑉𝑉 = 𝜋𝜋 ∗ 𝑑𝑑
2

2
∗ 𝐿𝐿       (13) 

𝑉𝑉 =  𝜋𝜋 ∗ �
 3.922 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

2
�
2

∗  7.6 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

V = 91.82 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖3 

The volume of our main parachute compartment is  

  𝑉𝑉 = 𝜋𝜋 ∗ 𝑑𝑑
2

2
∗ 𝐿𝐿       (14) 

𝑉𝑉 =  𝜋𝜋 ∗ �
3.922 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

2
�
2

∗ 10.4 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

V = 125.64 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖3 

where L is the length of the body tube, and r is the inner radius of the body tube. These are 

tentative and subject to change as the design of our rocket evolves – as such, these are 

assumed values.  
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Thus, using these values, we can calculate the amount of black powder we need for 

separation of the payload compartment, indicated by the variable  𝑖𝑖1 .  

𝑖𝑖1 = 𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃
𝑅𝑅∗𝑅𝑅

                                                                             (15) 

𝑖𝑖1 =
(12 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)(91.82  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖3)

�22.16 𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚� (12 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)(3307 𝐴𝐴)

∗
454 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

1
 

𝑖𝑖1 = .569 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 

 The same is done for the main parachute compartment, where 𝑖𝑖2 is the amount of 

black powder needed in grams for the main parachute compartment. 

𝑉𝑉 =  𝜋𝜋 ∗ �3.922 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2

�
2
∗ 10.4 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖                                                            (16) 

  

𝑖𝑖2 =
(12 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖)( 125.64 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖3)

�22.16 𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚� (12 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)(3307 𝐴𝐴)

∗
454 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

1
 

𝑖𝑖2 =  .778 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 

 

For the separation and release of the drogue parachute, .569 grams of black powder 

will be needed for each deployment charge. Likewise, for the separation and release of the 

main parachute, .779 grams of black powder will be needed for separation.  

Ground testing must be completed to ensure that there is sufficient black powder to 

not only separate the rocket, but also push out the parachutes. Furthermore, ground testing 

will allow us to refine our pressure value – too much force on the bulkhead would damage 

the rockets, and insufficient pressure in the body tube would cause separation failure, and 

inability to shear pins required to allow complete separation and secure parachute 

deployment.  

3.4.7 Recovery Performance calculations:  
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Kinetic Energy Equation 

𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸 = 1
2
𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣2                      (17) 

Drag Force Equation 

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 1
2 
𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑣𝑣2      (18) 

Both the Drag Force Equation and Kinetic Energy Equation are used to calculate the 

descent velocity of the parachute. This rocket will utilize a 48-inch diameter main 

parachute from Fruitys, and a 15-inch diameter drogue parachute from Fruitys. Flight 

simulations through OpenRocket indicated our ground hit velocity would be approximately 

18.50 ft/s.  

Utilizing the Kinetic Energy Equation, we will calculate the ftlbf of ground impact for 

each individual section of our rocket. First, we will do unit conversions to Joules, Kg, and 

m/s. The following equations and conversions yield the ftlbf that the impact of the Nose 

Cone will produce. 

Nose Cone 

1 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓 = 1.355 𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 

1.956 𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝 = .887 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 

18.500
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑝𝑝

= 5.6388
𝑚𝑚
𝑝𝑝

 

𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸 = 1
2

(. 887 𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚) �5.6388 𝑙𝑙
𝑠𝑠
�
2

= 14.101 𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝                                 (19) 

14.101 𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 = 10.4 ftlbf 

Using the same method shown above we can calculate the impact for of the Payload, 

Avionics Bay, and Fin Can. Those values are as follows; Payload impact= 15.946 ftlbsf, 

Avionics impact = 15.721 ftlbf, Fin Can impact= 16.134 ftlbsf. In total, the parts of the 

rocket will be hitting the ground with a kinetic energy of approximately 64.819 ft-lbf. This 

fulfills the recovery requirements presented by NASA, as our maximum kinetic energy at 
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landing of the heaviest section of the rocket is less than 75 ft-lbf. However, as we move into 

the more technical parts of our rocket design, there will be increases in the weight, which 

will increase the kinetic energy at landing of the rocket. The current kinetic energy at 

landing gives our team the flexibility to make additions to the rocket if needed.  

 

3.5 Mission Performance Predictions 

 USMA ARES officially designated 4,400 feet as the target altitude. This estimate was 

achieved using OpenRocket and the simulations run through the program. The accuracy of 

this estimation will be able to be tested with other rockets designed in OpenRocket, 

including the sub scale, to see how the prediction translates to performance. This will allow 

the team to make the most accurate prediction possible. Below is a table that compares the 

NASA requirements to the performance predictions of the rocket.  

 

Parameter NASA Requirement Prediction 
Target Apogee (ft) 4000-6000 4400 

Static Stability Margin 2 2.13 
Drogue Parachute 
Deployment (ft) 

4000-6000 4500 

Main Parachute 
Deployment (ft) 

500 600 

Descent Time (s) 90 81.6 
Exit Rail Velocity (ft/s) 52 84.5 

Maximum Velocity (ft/s) - 747 
Thrust to Weight Ratio 5:1 31.08:1 

Table 8: Mission Performance Predictions 

 Figure 10 shows the Motor thrust curve and figure 11 shows the flight profile 

simulation achieved by using OpenRocket. The graph includes altitude, velocity, and 

acceleration with respect to time. It also includes motor ignition, burnout, and deployment 

of the recovery systems. Figure 8 showcases the rocket design. The CP is represented by 

the red dot and the CG is represented by the blue/white dot. The CP is 68.101 inches from 

the nose cone and the CG is 59.579 inches from the nose cone. The stability margin is 2.13. 

The total descent time was calculated in OpenRocket to be 81.8 seconds. To confirm that 
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these calculations are accurate, three simulations were run. No major differences were 

noticed between the data, leading the team to believe the simulation results are precise.  

 
Figure 10: Motor Thrust Curve 

 

 
Figure 11: Flight Profile 

 

 
Figure 12: Rocket Design 
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3.5.1 Drift Calculations 
Under the assumptions of the apogee being directly over the launch pad, drift 

predictions were performed using OpenRocket under the wind conditions of no wind, 5 

mph, 10 mpg, 15 mph, and 20 mph winds. All simulations were run 3 times to gather the 

best data. The data, and analysis conducted with excel, showed that under no wind the 

rocket would drift 25 feet away from the launch site. Under 5 mph winds, the rocket would 

drift 458 feet. Under 10 mph winds, the rocket would drift 947 feet. Under 15 mph winds, 

the rocket would drift 1470 feet. Finally, under 20 mph winds, the rocket is expected to 

drift 2083 feet.  

 To meet the requirement of the team’s personal calculations for drift ARES decided 

to build a program that will allow for variance of the wind speed without having to repeat 

calculations. The code takes in wind speed, which is the main variable that changes to 

change the output. The data regarding the apogee was taken from our projected design, 

and the parachute information was derived from FruityChutes.  The terminal velocity was 

derived from the analysis on Newton’s 2nd Law by setting the force of drag equal to the 

force of gravity, see section 3.4.4. The time of flight(tof) was derived from the change of 

height from apogee to main chute deployment. Then using the definition of velocity ARES 

derived the total displacement of the rocket body from the launch point, using a constant 

wind speed and the total descent time of the rocket. The projected descent time in 92 

seconds which is greater than the 90 second time required by NASA. The team believes we 

will still be able to meet the requirement as the code used in the calculations assumes an 

instant parachute deployment, increasing the total decent time by a couple of seconds.  
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Figure 14: Results from the code for the wind conditions under 5mph. 91s represent the total time the rocket is in the air and 

668ft is the total amount the rocket will drift.  

  

Figure 13: Python shell for calculating drift with variable wind speed, and parachute parameters.  
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4. Payload Criteria 
 

4.1  Payload Mission and Challenges 

The Payload Design Team’s mission was to design, construct, test and launch a 

payload capable of autonomous deployment and remote surveying of a landing zone. The 

payload will achieve this by utilizing a self-stabilization system to ensure a clear imaging 

solution of the surrounding environment.  

 

The Payload Design Team identified the following major challenges to consider during the 

design process: 

 

Design 
challenge 

Description 

Deployment Payload must be capable of deployment from rocket and autonomous 
reconfiguration post landing. 

Communication 
and command 
execution 

Payload must be capable of properly receiving, deciphering and 
executing RF commands sent from NASA in a timely manner. 

Imaging Payload must be capable providing a clear imaging solution of the 
surrounding environment. 

Table 9: Payload Design Challenges 
 

4.2  Payload Success Criteria  

The payload mission's success will be achieved through the achievement of the following 
success criteria: 

Requirement 
number 

Requirement description Method of accomplishment 

PSC 1 Payload will maintain launch 
readiness status for longer than 2 
hours 

Payload system power 
consumption will be properly 
managed by Raspberry Pi 
computer and redundant power 
systems. 

PSC 2 Payload will maintain integrity 
throughout launch, deployment, 
and landing 

All payload components will be 
securely fixed inside bus. Payload 
computer will ensure deployment 
legs remain in stowed position 
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prior to landing to prevent issues 
in deployment from rocket. 

PSC 3 Payload will level itself, providing a 
clear imaging solution. 

Payload’s self-righting legs will 
extend post landing, pushing the 
payload upright. Furthermore, the 
payload’s gyroscope will detect 
the level of tilt and adjust the 
payload orientation through the 
adjustment of the payload’s legs 
accordingly. 

PSC 4 Payload will receive and decipher 
RF command string from NASA and 
execute required commands 

Payload will receive low 
frequency RF commands from 
NASA via the payloads RF 
communication system. The 
payloads main computer will then 
decipher the message into 
executive commands and execute 
them accordingly. 

PSC 5 Payload will take images, apply 
filers, and store images for later 
collection as per NASA’s requests. 

Payload camera system will 
execute all rotation, imaging 
command, filter application, and 
store images locally for later 
collection. 

Table 10: Payload Success Criteria 

4.3  Design Process 

From the given mission, the Payload Design Team set out to create different design 

alternatives to address what they viewed as the main design challenge – proper 

deployment to ensure a clear, stable imaging solution of the surrounding terrain. 

4.3.1  Design Alternatives 
 

The payload team came up with three design alternatives, each using a different 
deployment solution. 

Apollo lander method 
              The first design that the team came up with followed a traditional lander design. 
Inspired by landers such as the Apollo 11 lander, it contained four landing legs that 
extended upon separation from the rocket, a rotating camera assembly at located at the top 
of the chassis, and an area for electronic mounting in the middle. 
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Figure 15: (Left) Apollo lander design with legs stored 

Figure 16: (Right) Apollo lander design with legs deployed, in landing configuration 

 

Much like the deployable fins on the FGM-148 Javelin missile system, the payload’s 

landing legs will be kept under spring tension and rotate downwards upon leaving the 

rocket body during deployment. Upon rotating downwards, they will be locked in place by 

a locking mechanism in the swivel. They will be equipped with a telescopic suspension 

system, allowing it to absorb the shock of landing. 

This lander design provided several advantages compared to other alternatives. 

Firstly, it provided a simple, straightforward design that could be rapidly prototyped and 

constructed. Its simple design also limited the number of potential failure points, 

simplifying the testing process. This design, however, came with a few disadvantages. 

Principally, no system was in place to govern whether the payload would land upright. 

Proper deployment was contingent on minimal lateral drift during descent and stable 

terrain on the launch site. Additionally, this design proved to be the most space inefficient 

compared to the rest of the designs, constraining the design of the rocket and limiting 

rocket performance. 
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Self-balancing method 

              Another design alternative that the team developed was one following a self-

balancing design. Instead of righting legs, the payload would have a rounded, weighted 

bottom. The weight distribution of the payload, in theory, would balance the payload 

upright upon landing. The payload’s camera system and electronic systems would be 

internally stored. The top half of the payload containing the payload’s camera systems 

would rotate, allowing the camera to image its surroundings. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Conceptual design of the self-balancing payload 

 
 

 

              This design alternative eliminated the payload's need to land upright, facilitating 

deployment upon landing. Additionally, the lack of landing legs limited the possible points 

of failure. This design, however, was limited in multiple ways. Firstly, finding the proper 

weight distribution to reliably right the payload would require extensive testing and 

redesign, taking up time the team could use to refine other systems. This could also add or 

subtract a significant amount of weight to the payload’s design late into the design process, 
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affecting other areas, such as rocket altitude performance which the PDR stage of 

development must decide on. Lastly, this method of self-righting did not leave room for 

environmental factors which could tip the payload or prevent it from freely balancing itself, 

such as terrain or lateral movement due to wind pushing the payload or the parachute it 

was attached to. 

4.3.2  Selected Design 
              The team has gone with the design below, naming it the Remote Area Survey Probe. 

It is a 3.8in x 8.9in (96.5mm x 226mm) cylindrical design consisting of three main systems: 

the self-righting mechanism, the rotating camera assembly, and the RF communication 

systems. Each system will be integrated with and controlled by a Raspberry Pi computer.  

The RASP has three self-rotating landing legs which deploy after reaching the ground. Upon 
landing, the Raspberry Pi will run an algorithm to extend the legs and push the payload 
upright. Additionally, the payload’s internal gyroscope will detect any further tilt after 
payload deployment, causing the linear actuators governing leg deployment to correct any 
further tilt.  
 

 
Figure 18: RASP with legs stowed for launch and landing 
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Figure 19: RASP with legs extended 

This design was chosen for a few reasons. Firstly, it eliminated the need for the payload to 
land upright, as regardless of landing configuration, the payload will right self. Additionally, 
having the legs controlled by a computer will allow it to adjust to any difficulties in terrain. 
While this system does present more potential points of failure compared to previous 
designs, the Payload Design Team hopes to iron out any potential snags through extensive 
testing. 

4.4  Payload Components 

 The main payload components consist of the Remote Area Survey Probe, the Self-

Righting System, the Camera System, and the RF Communication system. The computer 

component will connect these systems and enable them to work together, being the most 

crucial component and heart of the payload electronic system. The computer that was 

decided on by the team was the Raspberry Pi 3, the alternative for the computer being the 

Raspberry Pi Zero. The Raspberry Pi 3 provides the team with more USB ports and a better 

connection port for a camera. The language widely used for Raspberry Pis is Python which 

is easier for the team to learn and program. The team will use the raspberries over 

Arduinos due to their size and the ability to program with a camera and other software in a 

more accessible manner. 
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Figure 20: RASP Electronic Circuit Diagram 

 

 

 

4.4.1  Self-Righting System Overview 
 
 Key to the payload’s proper deployment is the payload’s self-righting mechanism. 
The payload will be equipped with three self-righting legs conforming to the payload’s 
body. Deployment of these legs will be governed using linear actuators. Using traditional 
servos to control the self-righting legs was considered, but mounting the legs to these 
servos was considered too space inefficient. 
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Figure 21: RASP Legs 

The payload’s Raspberry Pi will govern leg deployment in two phases. Upon contact with 
the ground, the payload’s legs will extend to a fixed angle, pushing the payload upright. 
Following that, the payload will check for tilt using its onboard gyroscope and adjust 
individual leg extension accordingly to rectify tilt. 
 

 
Figure 22: RASP Legs Circuit Diagram 
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4.4.2  Camera System 
 The camera chosen was the OV2710 2MP USB Camera (A), Low-light Sensitivity. The 

camera must meet requirements such as a FOV range and transmission speed. The team 

decided on the camera type and lens based on the decision matrix below prioritized 

through the competition criteria. 

Criteria Camera 

Attribute Weight OV7675 ArduCam IMX477-160  OV2710 2MP USB 

FOV 1 1 3 2 

Temp Range 1 2 1 3 

Transmission 3 1 2 3 

Camera Weight 1 3 2 1 

TOTAL: 9 13 15 
Table 11: Camera Decision Matrix 

 Temperature was considered as an attribute to ensure it would survive the heat of 

the launch, and weight was chosen as an attribute to support the weight component of the 

competition. The OV7675 was the original camera proposed in the project proposal; 

however, it proved to be less powerful than other models when scrutinized in the decision 

matrix. While the IMX477-160 camera showed potential in its robust capabilities, the team 

decided to emphasize transmission speed as the most crucial attribute, giving the OV210 

2MP USB an edge. Research indicated that a USB camera would perform better than a 

camera simply embedded in the RaspberryPi system.  

OV2710 2MP USB Camera (A), Low-light 
Sensitivity 

Voltage 5V 
Power Draw 200mA 

Weight 48g 
Dimensions 38mm x 38mm 

FOV (Diagonal) 145° 
Resolution 1920x1080 

Operating Temperature 0°C ~ 50°C 
Stable Image Temperature 0°C ~ 70°C 

Image Quality Colorful 
Table 12: Camera Specifications 
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Below, is the camera wire diagram including components such as the Camera, 

Camera Servo, a PCB1 Raspberry Pi 3A, a 12V to 5V Buck Converter, and a 12V Power 

Supply: 

 
Figure 23: Proposed Camera Wire Diagram 

 Rotation requirements state that the camera system must be capable of swiveling 

360º around the x-axis, parallel to the ground, and rotating around the z-axis, the axis being 

defined as perpendicular to the ground. To enable the camera’s ability to perform these 

objectives, it will be stored in such a system as displayed below with an acrylic protective 

housing: 

 
Figure 24: 3D Model of Camera Component System 
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4.4.3  RF Communication 
The payload electronics system is equipped with systems that allow the USB camera 

to properly follow the commands sent through RF transmission. The string received from 

the RF transmission will be deciphered into individual commands, instructing the USB 

camera to take specific photos, saved locally on the Raspberry Pi 3. 

The team decided to utilize a DRA818 Low Frequency RF Communicator to interpret 

the RF sequence from NASA, enabling the camera system to perform a list of action 

commands. Commands will be coming in the form of APRS (automatic packet reporting 

system). Packets of data sent via AFSK (Audio Frequency Shift Keying) will use the AX.25 

protocol. Below is a circuit diagram composed of the antenna, DRA818 RF Communicator, 

and PCB1 Raspberry Pi 3A components: 

 
Figure 25: RF Communicator Line Wire Diagram 

 

The DRA818V will take low-frequency MHz signals, and demodulate them, pulling 

off the audio frequencies. These audio frequencies are low enough to be interpreted by a 
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raspberry pi, which will decode these packets through the program Direwolf and then 

execute the commands sent. 

4.5  Electronic Analysis 

Electronic analysis involves a component breakdown of the payload computer, camera 

system, leg deployment and camera rotation mechanism, motor controller, gyroscope, 

radio module, and power-supply. 

4.5.1 Payload computer 
Component: Raspberry Pi Zero Raspberry Pi 3 Model A+ 

 
 

 

Voltage 5V 5V 
Power Draw 260-370mA 400mA 
Weight 16g  

 
0.56oz 

29g 
 
1.02oz 

Processing 
Power 

512MB Ram 512MB Ram 

Dimensions 66.0mm x 30.5mm x 0.5mm 
 
2.6 in x 1.20 in x 0.02 in 

65mm x 56.5mm 
 
2.56 in x 2.22 in 

Advantages/ 
Disadvantages 

- More form efficient 
- Less power draw and 
greater autonomy 

- Greater capabilities, although certain 
are redundant 
- Greater connectivity ports, most 
important one being a USB port for the 
USB camera 

Decision The team decided to use the Raspberry Pi 3 Model A+, as the increased 
capabilities, particularly the capability to use a USB camera over a 
strictly Raspberry Pi camera gives the team greater flexibility in 
overcoming design challenges. 

Table 13: Payload Computer Decision Matrix 
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4.5.2 Camera system 
Component: IMX477-160 12.3MP OV2710 2MP USB Camera (A), Low-

light Sensitivity 
 

 

 
Voltage 3.3V 5 V 
Power Draw 300 mA 200 mA 
Weight 12 g 

 
0.42 oz 

48g 
 
1.69 oz 

Dimensions 25mm x 24mm X 24.6mm 
 
0.98 in x 0.94 in x 0.97 in 

38mm x 38mm 
 
1.50 in x 1.50 in 

FOV 160°(D) 118°(H) 87°(V) 145°(D) 
Advantages/ 
Disadvantages 

Higher megapixel 
resolution 

Easier connection, lower power draw 

Decision OV2710 2MP USB Camera (A), Low-light Sensitivity 
Table 14: Camera System Decision Matrix 

4.5.3 Leg Deployment and Camera Rotation Mechanism 
Component: F12 2inch Micro Linear 

Actuator 
FS5106B Standard Size Servo 
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Voltage 12V 5V 
Power Draw 100mA (idle) -240mA (20N) 

 
7mA (idle), 190mA (running, no load), 
1100mA (full load) 

Weight 150g 
 
5.29 oz 

40g 
 
1.41 oz 

Dimensions 132mm(closed) 
182mm(open) 
 
5.20in (closed)  
7.16in (open) 

10mm x 49.5mm x 26.8mm 
 
0.39in x 1.95in x 1.06in 

Advantages/ 
Disadvantages 

- Linear movement 
- More space efficient (width 
of payload) 
- 

 

Decision Linear actuators will be used to extend the righting legs as they are 
more easily mounted on the payload body. A bi-directional servo will be 
used for the camera assembly. 

Table 15: Leg and Camera Movement Decision Matrix 

4.5.4 Motor Controller 
Component: L298N H Bridge Motor 

Driver Controller Board 
Dual Stepper Drive 
Control Module 
 

Adafruit DC & Stepper Motor Bonnet for 
Raspberry Pi 
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Voltage (Motor dependent) 
12V – linear actuator 
5V – Servo 

(Motor dependent) 
12V – linear actuator 
5V – Servo 

Power Draw (Motor dependent) (Motor dependent) 
Weight 30.9g 

 
1.09 oz 

14.74g 
 
.52 oz 

Dimensions 43.9mm x 43.9mm x 26.9 
 
1.69in x 1.69in x 1.06in 

65.3mm x 30.5mm 
 
2.57in x 1.2in 

Number of 
controllable 
motors 

x2 BiDirectional DC 
Motors 

x4 BiDirectional DC Motors 

Advantages/ 
Disadvantages 

Simpler More space efficient 

Decision We decided to use the Adafruit DC & Stepper Motor Bonnet for 
Raspberry Pi because of its space efficiency 

Table 16: Motor Controller Decision Matrix 

4.5.5 Gyroscope 
Component: Adafruit Triple-Axis Accelerometer - ±1.98/3.97/7.94g @ 14-bit - 

MMA8451 
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Table 17: Gyroscope Matrix 

4.5.6 Radio Module 
Component: DRA818V 144MHz 145MHz 146MHz 154MHz 174MHz VHF 

HAM Radio Module Amateur Radio 

 
 

Voltage 3.3~4.5 V 
Power Draw 450/750mA 

 
 

Voltage 3.3V with built-in regulator (safe for 3V and 5V) 
Power Draw Up to 100mA 
Weight 1.14g  

 
0.05oz 

Dimensions 21.08mm x 18.03mm x 2.03mm 
 
0.83in x 0.71in x 0.08in 

Advantages/ 
Disadvantages 

Easy to use and implement with the raspberry pi system. 

Decision The decision reached is that we will use the accelerometer to track the 
speed of the aircraft.  
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Weight 3.12g 
 
0.11oz 

Dimensions 35.56mm x 19.05mm x 3.05mm 
 
1.40in x 0.75in x 0.12in 

Advantages/ 
Disadvantages 

Easy to implement with Raspberry pi, extremely small/light weight 

Decision The decision reached is that we will use the radio module to receive the 
RF communications.  

Table 18: Radio Module Matrix 

 

4.5.7 Power Supply 
Component: Li-ion Battery to power 

raspberry pi and DRA818V 
 

12V Batteries 

 
 

 

Voltage 3.7 V 12 V 
Charge 3.4 Ah 50 Ah 
Weight 9.07g  

 
0.32oz 

9.07g 
 
0.32oz 

Dimensions 66.04 mm 
 
2.6in 

66.04 mm  
 
2.6in 

Advantages/ 
Disadvantages 

The LiON battery must be 
encased as it could ignite 
during flight.  

The battery provides more voltage and 
charge.  

Decision The 12V batteries were chosen because of their high voltage and 
extremely efficient weight to charge ratio. 

Table 19: Power Supply Matrix 

 

4.5.8 Power Consumption 
The calculation for the power consumption was done to both analyze the current and 
voltage of each component clearly, as well as to determine the number of batteries needed. 
The decision on the Lithium-Ion battery was based on the weight and efficiency. Standard 
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9-volt batteries were considered, but overall rejected due to their low Amp-hour to weight 
ratio and low efficiency. Table 20 displays the values used to make these calculations. 

 
Table 20: Power Consumption Calculation 

 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃 = 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃                (1) 

 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 / 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃 = 𝑄𝑄𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵             (2) 

Equation 1 was used to determine the amount of charge that would be needed to 

operate the device and its maximum expected consumption for the estimated run time of 2 

hours. Equation 2 calculated how many batteries would be needed to operate the payload. 

The projected battery count is doubled for redundancy and to ensure that the power 

source does not become a critical point of failure. The mass of the payload’s electronic 

components is considered for the payload's overall flight path and weight distribution. The 

“Added Payload Casing Weight” is the final projected weight of the payload without 

additional wiring. 48 ounces were accounted for on the payload, which the projected 

weight is under, retaining more than 2 ounces to use on additional wiring. 

5. Safety 
Safety continues to be one of the top priories as the team transitions into the design and 

fabrication phase of the rocket’s construction. To facilitate the creation of a safe and 

effective product, risk mitigation has been considered for the overall design of the rocket 

though the implementation of redundant systems and documentation of procedures to 

better understand and improve on any results. In terms of risk analysis, we have 

preliminarily identified risks pertaining to personnel and the rocket's design and have 

included environmental concerns. Additionally, we have identified steps in time 

management, acquisition, and inventory management are required to ensure that progress 

is impeded as little as possible. To this effect, ARES has continued the ideology of “one is 
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none, two is one” in purchasing inventory pertaining to high-risk components and 

incorporating buffer time into all final deadlines. 

5.1 Safety Officer Responsibilities 

CDT Tavis Cahanding is the USMA ARES team safety officer and will be responsible 

for the rocket design and fabrication process's safety and risk management aspects. He will 

also be responsible for facilitating the creation of procedures, guidelines, and flysheets 

regarding launches, fabrication, assembly, and the overall ability of the team to reach its 

goals. To facilitate this, he will communicate with all other sub-teams to determine single 

points of failure, identify hazards and conduct hazard mitigation where possible.  

5.2 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

Improving on the previous FMEA, the team has decided to use a more streamlined 

likelihood and severity matrix consisting of a number and letter identifier.  

  Likelihood 

 

 
A - Frequent B - Likely C - 

Occasional D - Seldom E - Unlikely 

Se
ve

ri
ty

 1: 
Catastrophic EH EH H H M 

2: Critical EH H H M L 
3: Moderate H M M L L 
4: Negligible M L L L L 

 

 

L Low 
M Medium 
H High 
EH Extremely High 

Table 21: Overall Risk Matrix 

The code denoted in the FMEA provide overall likelihood of an event occurring and the 

severity of that event. The color of the box indicates the overall risk of that event more 

concisely. Displayed in the matrix is the code for the event before mitigation, after 

mitigation the chances of an event occurring are severely decreased. 
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The timeframe for our likelihood of an event occurring is the entire span of the competition 

from the beginning of the design phase to the end of the PLAR submission. 

Likelihood 

A Frequent Almost guaranteed to occur at least once, highly likely 
to occur multiple times 

B Likely Likely to occur more than once 
C Occasional Likely to occur once 
D Seldom Low likelihood of occurring once 
E Unlikely Very low likelihood of occurring once 

Table 22: Likelihood Matrix 

Overall, the FMEA has been divided into four different charts being personnel, design, 

environmental, and project timeline risks. The following matrix has also been developed to 

better explain the definitions of the severity of an event based on which category is being 

analyzed. 

 1- Catastrophic 2- Critical 3- Moderate  4-Negligble 

Personnel Loss of life, limb, or 
eyesight 

Injuries requiring 
immediate medical 

attention 

Increased risk of 
Injuries requiring 

first aid or 
resulting in 

extreme pain 

Temporary pain or 
injuries not 

requiring 
immediate 
attention 

Design 

Loss of entire 
rocket and 

components, 
complete rebuild of 

rocket  

Potential loss of 
two rocket 
subsystems 

Potential loss of 
one rocket 
subsystem 

Superficial damage 
to rocket or repairs 

that only require 
minimal person-

hours 

Environment 

Significant effects 
on surrounding 

areas habitability 
or complete loss of 

rocket 

Noticeable long-
term effects on 

surrounding area 
or moderate 

damage to rocket 

Temporary (<90 
Days) effect on the 

environment or 
superficial damage 

to rocket 

Minimal effects on 
the environment or 

delays to the 
launch procedure 

Timeline 

Events that 
necessitate a 

complete restart or 
guarantee 

disqualification 
from the 

competition 

Significant delays 
to fabrication and 
design process or 

significant 
restructuring of 
available time 

Moderate delays to 
fabrication and 

design or require 
use of additional 

buffer time 

Temporary 
inconveniences 

that result 
members working 

overtime 

Table 23: Severity Matrix 

 

5.3 Personnel Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
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Risk Cause Effect LS Mitigation 

Mishandling of 
Explosives 

Lack of proper 
training 

Increased risk 
when working 
with explosives 

D2 

Ensure instructions 
concerning explosives are 

followed, use of open 
flames near explosives is 

restricted 

Improperly 
Labeled Hazardous 

Materials and 
Explosives 

Lack of 
accountability of 

explosives, 
improper or lack of 

labeling 

Increased risk 
when working 

with components 
and the rocket 

C3 
Ensure all explosives are 

accounted for and properly 
labeled. 

Retrieval of Rocket 
near UXO 

(Unexploded 
Ordinance) 

Designated areas 

Rocket lands in UXO 
areas due to high 

altitude winds, 
improper launch 

rail angle  

Increased risk 
when removing 
rocket, will need 
to notify range 

control 

C3 
Ensure rocket launch angle 
is sufficient to counteract 

winds 

Slips, Trips, and 
Falls 

Uneven or 
hazardous terrain 

Bodily injury, 
pain B4 

Ensure proper footwear is 
always worn and police 

area to identify potential 
hazards. 

Fiberglass Splinters Lack of PPE or 
improper PPE 

Bodily Injury, 
temporary loss of 

productivity 
C4 

Ensure properly reinforced 
gloves are used when 

cutting fiberglass or using 
fiberglass insulation or 

shards. 

Adverse Exposure 
to Hazardous 

Materials 

Lack of PPE or lack 
of proper training 

when handling 
hazardous 
materials 

Potential bodily 
harm and loss of 

material 
D3 

Ensure all members are 
trained on the proper use 

of hazardous materials and 
use of PPE. 
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Misidentification of 
Hazardous 
Materials 

Failure to properly 
label hazardous 

materials 

Increased risk 
when handling 
materials and 

working on the 
rocket. 

D3 

Ensure all hazardous 
material are properly 

labeled in accordance with 
the GHS 

Improper Use of 
Power Tools 

Lack of knowledge 
on proper power 

tool usage 

Bodily Injury, 
damage to 

component, loss 
of material 

D3 
Ensure proper training on 
the use of power tools, PPE 

is available   

Adverse Exposure 
to Epoxy 

Use of epoxy 
without PPE, 

improper epoxy 
application 
techniques 

Loss of 
inventory, 

damage to the 
workspace, 

minimal bodily 
harm 

D4 

Ensure PPE is available, 
ensure proper tools and 

methods for applying 
epoxy are utilized 

Mishandling of 
Heavy Equipment 

Improper lifting 
technique 

Potential bodily 
harm, potential 

damage to 
components 

E3 

Ensure proper lifting 
techniques are used, more 

than one person carries 
extremely bulky and heavy 

objects 

Adverse Exposure 
in case of Negligent 
Discharge or Over 

pressurization 

Faulty motor or 
match, inadvertent 

ignition 

Increased risk of 
bodily harm, 

potential loss of 
rocket and 

components 

E2 

Ensure all ignition 
equipment is tested before 
launch, rocket motor and 

matches are properly 
stored. 

Table 24: Personnel FMEA 

5.4 Design Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

In order to better organize the design FMEA, it has been divided into sections 

corresponding to the work breakdown subsections of the overall rocket design of payload, 

recovery, and airframe. 
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5.4.1 Payload Analysis 
Risk Cause Effect LS Mitigation 

Loss of Power 

Battery failure, the 
payload is left in the 

on position for 
extended timespans, 
and power is drawn 
from the battery due 

to faulty wiring 

The payload is 
inoperable, and 
mission failure 

C2 

Ensure batteries are replaced 
and tested before launch. 

Switches are placed in the off 
configuration until launch.  

Batteries Break 
Apart upon Landing 

Recovery system 
failure, batteries are 
not properly secured 

Potential end of the 
mission due to 

payload failure, fire 
hazard 

D2 
Ensure batteries and 

connections can withstand 
expected stresses. 

Receiver Failure 

With the loss of 
power, the antenna 

becomes damaged in 
flight. 

Payload is unable 
to receive 

commands from 
NASA, mission 

failure 

D2 Ensure the antenna can 
withstand expected stresses 

Camera failure 

The camera becomes 
disconnected from 

the computer, terrain 
or rocket body 

obstructs sizable 
element of camera; 
servos fail to right 

payload 

Ranges from low-
quality pictures to 
mission failure if 
too much of the 

FOV is obstructed 

D2 

Ensure servos are 
operational, the recovery 

system works, and camera 
connections are secure to the 

computer. Verify using a 
vibration table. 

Components are 
Disconnected from 

the Computer 

Vibrations in flight 
cause connections to 

components to 
become loose 

Component 
becomes 

inoperable to 
ineffective 

D2 

Ensure the entire payload 
and individual components 

are tested on a vibration 
table prior to launch. 
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Payload Fails to Right 
Itself Vertically 

Servos become 
disconnected from 
the computer, the 
payload lands in 

rugged terrain, and 
servos lack the torque 
to adjust the payload 

Ranges from 
crooked pictures 

that result in less-
than-ideal 

information to the 
inability to capture 

usable pictures 

D3 

Ensure payload can operate 
in expected environment, 

testing of payload operations 
after vibration check 

Central Computer 
Failure 

Programing error, 
any connections 

become disconnected 

Payload becomes 
inoperable, mission 

failure 
E3 

Dry runs, use of vibration 
table to ensure all 

connections are secure 

Table 25: Payload FMEA 

 
 
 
 

 5.4.2 Airframe Analysis 
Risk Cause Effect LS Mitigation 

Bulkhead Failure Overpressurization 
within the body tube 

Damage to internal 
components, 

potential loss of 
capability 

C3 

Ensure bulkhead and 
bulkhead connections can 

withstand forces from 
deployment charges 

Fins Become 
Disconnected from 

Launch Vehicle after 
Ignition 

Epoxy failure 
between fins and 

body 

Uncontrolled flight 
path D2 

Ensure calculated forces 
acting on fins both vertically 

and laterally due to 
acceleration and spin are 

within specifications for both 
epoxy and fins 

Motor Becomes 
Disconnected from 

Rocket Body 

The motor is 
improperly secured 
to the rocket body 

Uncontrolled or 
loss of thrust. 

Potential cascading 
failure of recovery 

and payload 

E1 Use of motor retainers during 
all launches 
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systems. Rocket is 
unrecoverable. 

Catastrophic Body 
Failure 

Over-pressurization 
within the body tube 

Loss of rocket and 
component parts E1 

Ensure loads are balanced 
and any components in 

contact with the rocket body 
do not create excess internal 

stresses 

Zippering of the 
Rocket Body   

Late deployment of 
the drogue parachute, 
Improper placement 
of the parachute lines 
attached to the rocket 

body 

Damage to the 
rocket body, excess 
stresses placed on 

components 

D3 

Ensure the parachute 
deploys at the top of apogee, 
the eyelet will be placed as 

high as possible 

Nose Cone Separates 
Prematurely 

Nose cone is not 
properly secured to 

rocket body 

Potential loss of 
rocket, 

uncontrolled flight 
path, damage to 

payload and 
recovery system 

E3 

Ensure the nose cone is 
properly secured and 

balanced for rocket flight 
configuration 

 Table 26: Airframe FMEA 

5.4.3 Recovery System Analysis 

Risk Cause Effect LS Mitigation 

Deployment Charge 
Fails to Ignite 

E-Matches fail to 
initiate or black 
powder fails to 

ignite 

Parachutes are 
not deployed, 

potential loss of 
rocket 

D2 

Ensure calculations for the 
amount of black powder 
needed are correct and 

consistent with real world 
tests 
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Nose Cone Fails to 
Separate 

Nose cone is 
attached to rocket 
body to securely, 

deployment charge 
malfunction 

Recovery system 
does not initiate, 
potential loss of 

rocket 

D2 

Ensure pressure required 
to remove the nosecone 

can be overcome by 
deployment charge with a 

margin of error.  

Erroneous 
Separation of 
Payload from 

Parachute 

Tether is 
disconnected from 

the payload or 
parachute due to 

improper 
attachment, 

structural failure, or 
post-apogee drogue 

deployment.  

Loss of Payload, 
potential loss of 

nose cone  
E2 

Ensure attachments are 
properly secured, and 

ensure apogee calculations 
are correct  

Erroneous 
Separation of 

Rocket 
Body/Nosecone 
from Parachute 

Improper 
packaging or 

attachment line 
failure 

Loss of rocket 
and components E2 

Ensure packaging 
procedures are followed 

before flight, ensure that all 
attachment lines are in 

good condition and 
estimated stresses do not 

exceed specifications 

Drogue or Main 
Parachute Failure 

Late deployment of 
either parachute, 

exerted forces 
exceed parachute 

specifications 

Potential damage 
to rocket 

components 
upon, erroneous 

flight path 

E2 

Ensure all components 
associated with recovery 
can withstand estimated 
stresses. Ensure recovery 
deployment systems are 

properly calibrated 

Avionics Failure 

The Avionics 
system 

malfunctions and 
reports the wring 

altitude or becomes 
disconnected from 

power 

Recovery system 
does not initiate, 
potential loss of 

rocket 

E2 

Ensure avionics computer 
is not exposed to adverse 

stresses, ensure all 
connections are secure 

through use of vibration 
testing 

Overall Electronics 
System Failure 

Electronics short, 
loss of power, 

unseen error in 
code 

Inability to 
deploy recovery 
systems or for 

payload to 
complete 

assigned mission. 
Effect depends 

on point of 
failure.  

E2 
Inclusion of secondary 

electronically independent 
recovery system.  

Table 27: Recovery System FMEA 
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5.5 Environmental Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

The FMEA of environmental effects has been divided into one chart the describes effects of 

the rocket onto the environment and effects of the environment into the rocket or launch 

procedures. 

5.5.1 Effect of Rocket on Environment 
Risk Cause Effect LS Mitigation 

Improper Disposal of 
Hazardous Material 

Lack of 
proper waste 

disposal 
procedures 

Damage  
to environment 

 at large  

E3 

Ensure hazardous waste is 
properly labeled before 

disposal, accountability of 
waste is taken, and proper 

disposal procedures are 
followed 

Uncontrolled 
Ignition of the 
Landing Area 

Rocket motor 
does not 

completely 
burn out, 
batteries 

short 

Uncontrolled burn of 
landing area, damage to 

the rocket and 
surrounding area 

E3 
Ensure batteries are 
secured, firefighting 

procedures are established  

Failure to Recover 
Hazardous Material 

Loss of 
rocket or 

components 

Loss of material, 
contamination of nearby 

environment 
E3 

Ensure hazardous 
materials on rocket are 
documented, make all 

attempts to recover the 
rocket and rocket 

components. 

Risk of Fire at 
Launch Site 

Lack of 
motor 

standoff, 
launch area 

is not clear of 
debris 

Damage to launch side, 
fire risk to nearby 

structures 
E4 

Ensure launch stand is 
sufficiently separated from 
the ground, and the launch 
area is clear of flammables 

Table 28: Rocket on Environment FMEA 

 

5.5.2 Effect of Environment of Rocket 
Risk Cause Effect LS Mitigation 
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Adverse Weather 
Conditions such as 

Heavy Rain or 
Lightning 

Incorrect forecasting  Launch is 
postponed C4 

Ensure forecasts are updated 
at least 48 hours out, backup 
launch days are established 

High Winds at 
Launch Incorrect forecasting  

Likely launch 
delay, readjust 

launch angle 
D4 

If winds are within launch 
limits, ensure launch rail 
angle is adjusted, delay as 

needed if wind speed limits 
are exceeded 

Thermal Damage 
while on Launch Pad 

Clear skies, high 
pressure system 

Increased strain on 
rocket components D3 

Ensure rocket components 
can withstand increased 

temperatures 

Table 29: Environmental Effects on Rocket FMEA 

 

5.5.3 Project Timeline Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
Risk Cause Effect LS Mitigation 

Components Fail to 
Arrive on Time 

Not enough time is 
designated for the 

ordering and 
reception of parts, 
various causes for 

shipping delays 

Equipment 
necessary to build 

the rocket or 
subsections are not 
available, potential 

redesign 

C2 

Ensure excess time is set 
aside for delivery of 

equipment, designate 
components on hand that can 

be used as replacements 

Loss of Sensitive Item Lack of accountability 

Potential mission 
failure if item is 
necessary and 

cannot be replaced 
on time 

D2 

Ensure backups of all 
sensitive components are 

ordered and on hand, ensure 
all code necessary to operate 

the rocket is backed up. 
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Damage to Material 
in Storage 

Improper storage 
techniques, 

components are left 
unsecured 

Damage to 
components, may 

need to replace 
sensitive items 

D3 

Ensure all components are 
properly and safely stored in 
the rocket lab, ensure doors 

are locked 

Failure to Complete 
on Time 

Poor time 
management on the 

individual level, 
deadlines are not met. 

Potential loss of 
points when 

scoring, 
disqualification of 

the team 

E2 
Ensure all deadlines are met, 

ensure the timetable has 
additional time set for delays. 

Failure to Submit on 
Time 

Internet connection is 
lost, 

misinterpretation of 
the deadline 

Potential loss of 
points, potential 

disqualification of 
the team 

E2 

Ensure all reports and 
constituent documents are 
submitted at least 6 hours 

before the deadline 

Inventory of 
Materials runs out 

Components break 
and need to be 

replaced 

Subsystem or 
rocket may not 

function optimally 
E2 

Ensure multiple backups of 
components are ordered, 

ensure all sensitive items are 
safely stored and not lost 

Lack of Funding 

Budget for rocket is 
overrun, component 

orders are not 
approved 

New components 
cannot be secured 
for completion of 

rocket 

E2 

Ensure proper 
documentation of all 
purchases, fabricate 

components in house when 
possible to reduce cost 

 Table 30: Project Timeline FMEA 

5.6 Procedural Risk Mitigation 

The largest factor in our risk analysis is the possibility of human error. However, methods 

of mitigation against human error is also the easiest to develop and verify with checklists 

and procedures being the most effective tool. In order to reduce risk where possible, ARES 

has developed a launch procedure purpose built for our on-hand equipment and an 

equipment checklist to be used when departing to our local testing range, Range 11. 
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5.6.1 Launch Procedures 
In addition to the regulations set by the National Association of Rocketry High Power 

Rocket Safety Code, ARES has developed specific launch procedures to facilitate a 

standardized and safe use of our launch equipment. The procedure covers all stages of a 

launch from set up to recovery and includes procedures for misfires. This information will 

be available at all on site launches and tests. 

 

Figure 26: Launch Procedures 
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5.6.2 Equipment Checklist 
Loss of inventory or accountability was identified in our project proposal and a notable and 
repeated risk that could impact the team’s ability to launch a rocket on site. To mitigate this 
ARES has developed a preliminary baseline equipment list that contains components that 
are required for all rocket launches, such as the transmitter, receiver and launch rail. 
Additionally, loss of power or electronic equipment failure was identified as a high risk 
event in our FMEA, to mitigate this additional batteries for all vital electronic equipment 
has also been included. 

 

Figure 27: Equipment Checklist 
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6. Project Plan 
 

6.1 Team Requirements 

Team Derived Launch Vehicle Requirements 
Item Requirement Relevance Verification 

Method 
Plan of Action 

TDLVR1 Launch Vehicle 
does not exceed 
5,000 feet due 
to restricted 
airspace.  

USMA Range 11 
has airspace up 
to 5,000 feet. 

OpenRocket 
design. 

The rocket will be 
designed to not go above 
5,000 feet.  

TDLVR2 Fin Factor of 
Safety greater 
than 1.75. 

During the 
team’s trip to 
Wallops, NASA 
engineers were 
concerned 
about the use of 
plywood fins. 

Fin Flutter 
velocity 
calculations 
and Factor 
of Safety 
calculation. 

The team calculated the 
factor of safety to be 1.927, 
which ensures that the fins 
would operate successfully 
during flight.  

TDLVR 
3 

Four 
independent 
recoverable 
sections. 

The Launch 
Vehicle needs 
four tethered or 
separately 
recoverable 
sections 

Launch 
Vehicle 
testing 

The team selected the 
Launch Vehicle design 
with three separate rip 
chords connecting the 
sections and two 
parachutes for proper 
descent and recovery. 

TDLVR 
4 

The Launch 
Vehicle will not 
exceed Mach 1 
at any point 
during flight. 

The launch 
vehicle is not 
designed to 
exceed Mach 1 
and breaking 
Mach 1 would 
require 
material 
changes and 
further 
stability.  

OpenRocket 
design. 

The rocket was designed 
to not exceed Mach 1, as it 
goes Mach 0.67. This way, 
the team knows what 
materials to use under 
these conditions.  

Table 31: Team Derived Launch Vehicle Requirements 

 

Team Derived Payload Requirements 
Item Requirement Relevance Verification 

Method 
Plan of Action 

TDPR1 Landing legs 
must be able to 

The landing 
legs allow for 

Payload 
testing 

The landing legs’ 
functionality will be tested 
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lift the payload 
upright.  

the camera to 
be level, 
providing a 
clear image. 

during our Payload 
Prototype Testing period. 
Height and weight of the 
payload can be adjusted 
accordingly to ensure the 
legs deploy correctly and 
facilitate payload righting. 

TDPR2 Drogue Chute 
can deploy the 
payload. 

Parachute is 
necessary for 
the payload to 
properly 
descend. 

Payload 
testing 

During Payload Prototype 
Testing, chute will be 
deployed, ensuring the 
payload remains intact. 

TDPR3 USB Camera 
accurately 
executes 
commands 
depicted in RF 
transmission 

The camera 
must execute 
the commands 
in order to take 
the photos. 

Camera 
testing 

Both before and during 
payload prototype testing, 
ensure that camera can 
receive RF signal 
commands and execute 
command functions. 

Table 32: Team Derived Payload Requirements 

 

Team Derived Recovery Requirements 
Item Requirement Relevance Verification 

Method 
Plan of Action 

TDRR1 Recovery of 
Launch Vehicle 
within the 
confines of 
Range 11.  

We must be 
able to recover 
the launch 
vehicle to 
gather flight 
data and re-fly 
the rocket. 

OpenRocket. Dual deployment of the 
rocket at 600 feet AGL 
means that the launch 
vehicle will land close to 
the launch pad. 

TDRR2 Shear Pins will 
separate 
properly.  

Keep rocket 
bodies 
together, 
preventing pre-
mature 
separation. 

Ground 
testing. 

Shear pins will be tested in 
ground tests to determine 
the internal pressure is 
enough to break the pins 
and allow the rocket to 
separate. 

TDRR3 Proper 
separation of 
body tubes, and 
secure 
deployment of 
both main and 
drogue chutes 

Proper 
separation and 
thus secure 
deployment of 
parachutes are 
crucial to 
mission success 

Ground 
testing, 
subscale 
rocket.  

Ground testing will reveal 
if black powder is enough 
to eject parachutes and 
separate body tubes. 
Subscale will prove the 
success of our dual 
deployment design.  
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TDRR4 Protection of 
parachutes 
from black 
powder charges 

Protection of 
parachutes is 
crucial so that 
we can launch 
the rocket 
multiple times 
without 
replacing 
parachute.  

Ground 
Testing, 
subscale 
rocket.  

For the main parachute, 
we will utilize a 
deployment bag to not 
only protect our parachute 
from the black powder 
charges, but also decrease 
stress on body tubes from 
the deceleration of rocket 
due to main chute opening.  
Drogue chute will utilize 
18-inch parachute 
protector from Apogee.  

TDRR5 Packing of 
parachutes to 
ensure proper 
deployment 

For the 
parachutes to 
deploy 
consistently 
and safely, 
parachutes 
must be packed 
in a consistent 
manner.  

Subscale 
rocket.   

We will be following the 
recommended parachute 
packing instructions from 
Apogee components 
specific to the types of 
parachutes used in the 
rocket.  

Table 33: Team Derived Recovery Requirements 

 

Team Derived Execution Requirements 
Item Requirement Relevance Verification 

Method 
Plan of Action 

TDER1 Facilitate a 
relationship 
with range 
control for 
launches.  

Proximity and 
accessibility to 
a launch site is 
important for 
executing as 
many tests as 
possible to 
verify designs. 

Emails and 
voice calls with 
range control 
to verify their 
requirements. 

Communication with 
range control and 
presenting CONOPs 
(Concept of Operations) 
to them allow us to 
continue using Range 11. 
 

TDER2 Consolidate 
necessary 
resources in 
the PANE 
department.  

Building the 
rocket and 
payload is 
design 
intensive as 
well as 
resource 
intensive. 

Communication 
with the PANE 
department 
and EECS 
department to 
collaborate and 
share 
electronics and 
tools used in 
manufacturing. 

Build a relationship with 
EECS advisors and utilize 
the expertise of EECS 
Cadets. The long term 
goal, is to create an 
environment within 
Bartlett Hall basement 
that will allows the team 
to meet their electrical 
engineering demands 
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that will not rely on 
EECS.  

Table 34: Team Derived Execution Requirements 

6.2 Budgeting  

SPEAR club was granted an initial fund of $7,826 to use for club materials initally. 

Multiple products that went unused were taken by ARES for the building of the fullscale 

and subscale rocket. Ultimatley leading to less money needed for allocation for payload, 

fullscale and subscale rocket parts. The USMA Department of Physics and Nuclear 

Engineering was later granted $15,000 from the Department of Civil and Mechanical 

Engineering. 

The allocation for the $15,000 is depicted in the graphs below. 

TOTAL PROJECTED EXPENSE  (Projected expenses minus balance) $14,500.00  

TOTAL OBLIGATED EXPENSE (Oblihgated expenses minus balance) $2,774.78  

TOTAL ACTUAL EXPENSE  (Actual Price Based Off Of Orders) $2,774.78  
Table 35: Total Projected Expense, Total Obligated Expense, & Total Actual Expense 

 

ORGINAL BALANCE (CME Funds)  $15,000.00  

PREDICTED BALANCE (Projected spending minus balance) $500.00  

OBLIGATED BALANCE (Orders being processed minus balance)  $12,225.22  

ACTUAL BALANCE (Actual income minus expenses) $12,225.22  
Table 36: Original Balance, Predicted Balance, Obligated Balance, & Actual Balance 

 

PAYLOAD Projected Cost Obligated Actual Cost 

Electronic development package  $200.00     

Other $300.00     

Total $500.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Table 37: Allocated Amount of Budget For Payload Orders  

 

FULL SCALE ROCKET Projected Cost Obligated Actual Cost 
Motor Selection  $360.00 $286.21 $286.21 

Nose Cone Selection   $200.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Rocket Body  $1,030.00 $905.85 $905.85 
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Parachute $250.00 $200.14 $200.14 

Other $140.00 $122.44 $122.44 

Total $1,980 $1,514.64 $1,514.64 
  

Table 38: Allocated Amount of Budget for Full Scale Rocket 

 

TRANSPORTATION Projected Cost Obligated Actual Cost 
Airfare for Huntsville  $5,000.00 ` $0.00 

Rental Car $600.00   $0.00 

Hotel  $1,000.00   $0.00 

Meals and Incidentals $1,650.00   $0.00 

Total $8,250.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Table 39: Allocated Amount of Budget for Transportation 

 

SUBSCALE ROCKET Projected Cost Obligated Actual Cost 
Motor Selection  $300.00 $267.46 $267.46 

Nose Cone Selection   $150.00 $34.66 $34.66 

Rocket Body  $250.00 $209.63 $209.63 

Parachute $650.00 $537.01 $537.01 

Other $120.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Total $1,470.00 $1,048.76 $1,048.76 
Table 40: Allocated Amount of Budget for Subscale Rocket: 

 

SHIPPING CALCULATION Projected Cost Obligated Actual Cost 

Rocket Transportation $1,600.00      
Shipping of parts  $1,200.00  $211.38 $211.38 

Total $2,800.00  $211.38 $211.38 
Table 41: Allocated Amount of Budget for Shipping Calculation 
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Orders 

Sub Scale Rocket Order 

 

Table 42: Subscale Motor Selection Rocket Order (Oct. 2022) 

 

Nose Cone Selection  

Item Name Price Quantity Website   Vendor 

PNC-66A 
(BT-80) $17.33  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Nose_Cones/Low_Mid_Power_Nose_Cones/PNC-

66A_BT-80 

Apogee 

Table 43: Subscale Rocket Nose Cone Selection Order (Oct 2022) 

 

 

 

Motor Selection  

Item Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

SU DMS 
Motor - 

J270W-14A 
$99.50  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/38mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_38mm_Motor_J2

70W-14A_HP_SU  

Apogee 

 DMS Motor 
- H100- 14A $53.49  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=2202#comparison  

   

Apogee 

 SU DMS 
Motor - 
H45W-P 

$60.98  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/38mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_38mm_Motor_H4
5W-P_HP_SU 

Apogee 

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Nose_Cones/Low_Mid_Power_Nose_Cones/PNC-66A_BT-80
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Nose_Cones/Low_Mid_Power_Nose_Cones/PNC-66A_BT-80
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/38mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_38mm_Motor_J270W-14A_HP_SU
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/38mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_38mm_Motor_J270W-14A_HP_SU
https://www.apogeerockets.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=2202#comparison%20%20
https://www.apogeerockets.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=2202#comparison%20%20
https://www.apogeerockets.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=2202#comparison%20%20
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/38mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_38mm_Motor_H45W-P_HP_SU
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/38mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_38mm_Motor_H45W-P_HP_SU
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Rocket Body 

Item Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

AC-66A (BT-80) 
COUPLER $3.65  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tube_Couplers/Standard_Couplers/AC-

66A_BT-80_Coupler 

Apogee 

Aero Pack 54mm 
Retainer Cap $18.67  3 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Retainers_Hooks/Screw-

on_Retainers_54mm/Aero_Pack_54mm_Retainer_Cap 

Apogee 

2.56" Blue Ebay $46.25  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Electronic_Bays/2-56_Blue_Ebay Apogee 

54mm Blue Tube $26.91  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tubes/Blue_Tubes/54mm_Blue_Tube Apogee 

Table 44: Subscale Rocket Body Order (Oct 2022) 

 

Parachute 

Item 
Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

15" Fruity 
Chutes: 
Drouge 
Chute 

$63.41  3 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/15in_Classic_Elliptical_Parachute  
   

Apogee 

36" Fruity 
Chutes 
Classic 

Elliptical 

$112.54  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/36in_Classic_Elliptical_Parachute Apogee 

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tube_Couplers/Standard_Couplers/AC-66A_BT-80_Coupler
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tube_Couplers/Standard_Couplers/AC-66A_BT-80_Coupler
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Retainers_Hooks/Screw-on_Retainers_54mm/Aero_Pack_54mm_Retainer_Cap
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Retainers_Hooks/Screw-on_Retainers_54mm/Aero_Pack_54mm_Retainer_Cap
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Electronic_Bays/2-56_Blue_Ebay
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tubes/Blue_Tubes/54mm_Blue_Tube
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/15in_Classic_Elliptical_Parachute
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/15in_Classic_Elliptical_Parachute
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/15in_Classic_Elliptical_Parachute
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/36in_Classic_Elliptical_Parachute
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Rotary 
Switch $20.15  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Electronics-Accessories/Electronics-Rotary-Switch Apogee 

9V 
Battery 

Connector 
$1.48  4 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Electronics-Accessories/9V-Battery-Connector Apogee 

900MAH 
Lipo 

Battery 
$12.12  4 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Electronics-Accessories/900mAh-LiPo-Battery Apogee 

Lipo 
Charger $27.00  1 LiPoCharger (apogeerockets.com)  Apogee 

Table 45: Subscale Rocket Parachute Order (Oct 2022) 

 

 

 

Other 

Item Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

Camera Hood For 
3"/75MM Dia Tubes $11.25  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Wraps-and-Canopies/Camera-Hood-for-

3in-75mm-Dia-Tubes-WHITE 

Apogee 

Universial Astrocam $53.49  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Cameras/Universal-Astrocam Apogee 

Table 46: Subscale Rocket Various Part Order (Oct 2022) 

 

Full Scale Rocket Order 

Motor Selection  

Item Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Electronics-Accessories/Electronics-Rotary-Switch
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Electronics-Accessories/9V-Battery-Connector
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Electronics-Accessories/900mAh-LiPo-Battery
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Wraps-and-Canopies/Camera-Hood-for-3in-75mm-Dia-Tubes-WHITE
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Wraps-and-Canopies/Camera-Hood-for-3in-75mm-Dia-Tubes-WHITE
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics-Payloads/Cameras/Universal-Astrocam
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Aerotech 54mm 
Propellant Kit - 

K2050ST-P  
$162.64  1 

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-
Kits/54-1706-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-K2050ST-P  

   

Apogee 

Aerotech 54mm 
Propellant Kit - J1299N-

P  
$123.57  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-

Kits/54-852-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-J1299N-P 

Apogee 

Table 47: Full Scale Rocket Motor Selection Order (Oct 2022) 

 

Rocket Body 

Item Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

2.56in Blue 
Tube $32.00  4 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tubes/Blue_Tubes/2-56in_Blue_Tube Apogee 

98mm Blue 
Tube $43.95  3 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tubes/Blue_Tubes/98mm_Blue_Tube Apogee 

98mm Blue 
Tube Coupler $12.31  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tube_Couplers/Blue_Tube_Couplers/98mm_Blue_Tube_Coupler Apogee 

RMS-54/1706 
CASING 

W/FORWARD 
SEAL DISK 

$188  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Rouse-Tech_Casings/54mm_Casings/RMS-54_1706_Casing Apogee 

54mm Floating 
Forward 
Closure 

Plugged Set  

$90.99  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Casings/54mm-Closures/54mm-Floating-Forward-Closure-
PLUGGED-Set 

Apogee 

RMS-54/852 
Casing $119.08  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Rouse-Tech_Casings/54mm_Casings/RMS-54_852_Casing Apogee 

54MM AFT 
Closure 

Plugged Set 
$66.16  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Rouse-Tech_Casings/54mm_Closures/54mm_Aft_Closure Apogee 

Table 50: Full Scale Rocket Body Order (Oct 2022) 

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-Kits/54-1706-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-K2050ST-P
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-Kits/54-1706-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-K2050ST-P
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-Kits/54-1706-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-K2050ST-P
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-Kits/54-1706-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-K2050ST-P
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-Kits/54-852-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-J1299N-P
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Motors/54mm-Propellant-Kits/54-852-Kits/Aerotech-54mm-Propellant-Kit-J1299N-P
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tubes/Blue_Tubes/2-56in_Blue_Tube
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tubes/Blue_Tubes/98mm_Blue_Tube
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Body_Tube_Couplers/Blue_Tube_Couplers/98mm_Blue_Tube_Coupler
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Rouse-Tech_Casings/54mm_Casings/RMS-54_1706_Casing
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Casings/54mm-Closures/54mm-Floating-Forward-Closure-PLUGGED-Set
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Motors/AeroTech-Casings/54mm-Closures/54mm-Floating-Forward-Closure-PLUGGED-Set
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Rouse-Tech_Casings/54mm_Casings/RMS-54_852_Casing
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Rouse-Tech_Casings/54mm_Closures/54mm_Aft_Closure
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Parachute 

Item 
Name Price Quan

tity Website Link  Vendor 

48" 
Fruity 

Chutes: 
Iris 

Ultra 
Parachu

te 

$173.
35  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachute

s/High_Power/48in_Iris_Ultra_Parachute 

Apogee 

Deploy
ment 
Bag 

4"X7" 

$19.7
5  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Recovery-Equipment/Parachute-

Deployment-Bags/Deployment-Bag-4inx7in 

Apogee 

Small 
Nylon 
Shear 
Pins - 

20 Pack 

$3.52  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Misc-Hardware/Nylon-Shear-Pins-20-pack Apogee 

 

Table 50: Full Scale Rocket Parachute Order (Oct 2022) 

 

Other 

Item Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

Camera Hood For 
4"/98MM DIA Tubes $11.25  2 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Wraps-and-Canopies/Camera-Hood-for-4in-

98mm-Dia-Tubes-CLEAR 

Apogee 

Zephyr $99.94  1 https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Kits/Skill-Level-3-Model-Rocket-Kits/Zephyr Apogee 

Table 51 46: Full Scale Rocket Miscellaneous Parts Order (Oct 2022) 

 

Shipping 

Item Name Price Quantity Website Link  Vendor 

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/48in_Iris_Ultra_Parachute
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes/High_Power/48in_Iris_Ultra_Parachute
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Recovery-Equipment/Parachute-Deployment-Bags/Deployment-Bag-4inx7in
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Recovery-Equipment/Parachute-Deployment-Bags/Deployment-Bag-4inx7in
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Misc-Hardware/Nylon-Shear-Pins-20-pack
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Wraps-and-Canopies/Camera-Hood-for-4in-98mm-Dia-Tubes-CLEAR
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building-Supplies/Wraps-and-Canopies/Camera-Hood-for-4in-98mm-Dia-Tubes-CLEAR
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket-Kits/Skill-Level-3-Model-Rocket-Kits/Zephyr
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Apogee Order 10/18/2022 $211.38  1   Apogee 

 

Table 52: Shipping Costs for Rocket and Rocket Transport (Oct 2022) 

As a contingency for our budget projection, we have overestimated by 10 – 15% on 

all allocations of our funds. On parts that are noted to be one time use or have a greater risk 

of needing to be replaced, overestimated by 20 -25% allowing room for more orders if 

needed. Another erroneous number in our calculation is the part shipping estimate, we 

have allocated approximately 8% of our budget.  Specifically, for the shipping of the rocket 

we are aware of the amount that it would take to ship hazardous materials such as LIPO 

batteries and motors. Much of the cost is from transportation, meals, incidentals, car 

rentals and hotel fares. All of which are based off government lodging rates for our trip to 

Huntsville, Alabama in April.  

6.3 Timeline 

 The biggest challenge that USMA ARES has had with the scheduling and project 

management process were the delays due to the government orders process. There is a 

delay that comes from the fact that our orders must go through and get approved by those 

in charge of the government funds within the PANE and CME departments. This adds a 

delay of at least a week for out orders to get approved. Additionally, the team is not allowed 

to order products from Amazon and must source them from reputable retailers. This has 

also complicated the orders process as the team has to spend extra time looking for parts 

than most teams do.  

 The critical path of the project is based on the deadlines set by NASA. To meet the 

critical path requirements, the project management team has decided that we will need to 

push the dates back of the launches and other testing events.  This is meant to allows for 

slack in the project schedule which leaves room for order that take too long to process. 

Additionally, the slack is also meant to accommodate for the time that the cadets are not on 

break. This will be a time that the cadets will have to travel back to their homes all over the 

nation, making it hard to work on building parts.  
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Figure 28: Updated Schedule for the PDR phase 

  
 

 
Figure 29: Updated Schedule for the CDR Phase.  

 

 
Figure 30: Updated Schedule for the FRR and Launch Week Phase 

7. STEM Engagement 
7.1 Plans for STEM Engagements 
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Upon its first year of competition in the NASA Student Launch Competition, USMA 

ARES (United States Military Academy Army Rocketry and Engineering Sciences) is 

utilizing the academies well-established outreach programs to complete the STEM 

outreach requirements. The teams’ contacts established with groups such as Connect, the 

Boy Scouts of America, the USMA SPEAR Club, LEADS Program, and USMA Physics and 

Nuclear Engineering (PANE) this year will serve as the foundation of USMA ARES outreach 

for years to come. Each of the following plans for STEM engagements are explained below: 

USMA Connect 

USMA ARES will be participating in the USMA Connect program. Connect is a 

program that provides groups from West Point the opportunity to travel to a local 

middle/elementary school in Highland Falls and engage with students from grades 3-8 

from Highland Falls Intermediate School (HFIS) on a variety of disciplines. USMA ARES 

plan for this method of direct engagement will be to expose students from HFIS to rocketry 

and explain to them the basic components/physics of rockets. USMA ARES plans to visit  

HFIS once a month according to the STEM Engagement Schedule. Cadet volunteers 

from USMA ARES and USMA SPEAR will notify Cadet Maximus Marchi prior to engagement, 

who will pass these names up the chain of command so these cadets can be put on trip 

section (meaning they are allowed to miss class to volunteer). Volunteering Cadets are to 

meet on the specified Friday afternoon NLT (no later than) 1400 at Library Corner on the 

USMA campus. Transportation will then be provided for these cadets to HFIS where they 

will begin engagement at 1500. The form of this engagement will be PowerPoint 
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presentations as outlined in the STEM Engagement Content Outline, as well as hands on 

learning modules to include a straw rocket build session. 

The first engagement with the Connect program was completed on 16 SEP through 
our contact Christine MacDonald.  

Scouts and USMA Scoutmaster Council 

Figure 31: Connect Program Flyer 
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To continue USMA ARES’ outreach through this program, the team plans to meet 

with the Connect program once a month. USMA ARES has also established contact with the 

Scoutmaster’s Council at West Point, providing team outreach opportunities on “Scout 

Day”. On September 17th and October 22nd USMA ARES will escort local Scout Troops 

around our research facilities that the team utilizes for its workspace. Specifically, Scouts 

will be able to view the team’s main workspace in Bartlett Hall where they will view 

product prototypes and rocket system design. Understanding that the group engaged with 

at Scout Days will predominately be Cub Scouts and fewer Boy Scouts, USMA ARES plans on 

teaching the Scouts about basic rocketry, physics, and aerodynamics (predominately for 

the older Scouts). The Concept of Operations (CONOP) for the Scout Day engagement is as 

follows: 

This CONOP displays our position on and Course of Action (COA) on the day of the 

engagement. Following the arrival of the Scouts at 0800, USMA ARES plans to guide a 

portion of the 675 expected Scouts to our research labs where they will be briefed 

according to the outlined lessons as displayed in STEM Engagement Content Outlines.  

 

Cadet volunteers are prepared to escort multiple groups of Scouts to the teams’ 

research labs to receive the brief from USMA ARES on NASA Student Launch competition. 

Figure 32: Scoutmasters’ Council CONOP 
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Following this brief, the team will escort the Scouts to Kendrick Auditorium to receive a 

physics/rocketry content brief. A minimum of 4 USMA ARES team members will be staged 

in the research lab area to coordinate activities in the team Area of Operation (AO). No 

more than 2 volunteers from USMA ARES will lead the Scouts through the PowerPoint 

regarding the basic physics/rocketry concepts drafted for this engagement. 5 members of 

USMA SPEAR will be present in the lab to coordinate the straw rocket project (including 

material and activity management) in order to ensure order and success. The straw rocket 

construction will occur in an auditorium in Bartlett Hall, and the straw rocket launch 

competition will occur outside to see whose straw rocket can be launched the furthest. 3 

more cadet volunteers form USMA SPEAR will be utilized to guide Scouts to and from the 

staging area at Daly Field. Cadet volunteers from USMA ARES and USMA SPEAR were 

gathered via Google Forms. The Google Forms used to recruit 13 volunteers is displayed 

below: 

 
Figure 33: Cadet Engagement Form 
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 Following the Scout Day STEM Engagement, USMA ARES will utilize the contacts 

gained from the Scout leadership present at the engagement to build future engagements 

with Scout troops. Through preliminary contact with these Scout troops and Colonel Hartke 

of the USMA PANE Department, USMA ARES is planning to contribute to another 

engagement with the Scouts at a local troop rocket derby on 18 NOV 22. An organized COA 

will be drawn once more information is received regarding this event. 

USMA LEADS 

USMA ARES is also currently working on a relationship with the USMA LEADS 

Program which functions out of the Center for Leadership and Diversity in STEM. LEADS - 

Leadership, Ethics, And Diversity in STEM - offers opportunities for STEM based research 

teams at West Point to travel to various STEM conferences in the United States and engage 

in opportunities that” seek(s) to build an overall stronger STEM career path” for 

individuals from “middle school level up through the graduate and professional level.” 

Currently, USMA ARES is in communication with the LEADS Officer in Charge at West Point 

to possibly set up a seminar in Miami this upcoming winter. 

7.2 Evaluation of STEM Engagements 

In preparation for upcoming STEM Engagement activities, USMA ARES tested its 

capability to support a lager engagement opportunity on August 24th when it helped run 

the USMA dome night. In preparing for this event, USMA ARES paired with SPEAR to 

facilitate the learning experience for 100 individuals at our dome observatory in Bartlett 

Hall. Our cooperation with USMA SPEAR proved to be a helpful contact that we can utilize 

to help set up larger engagements in the future. The Dome Night event also showed the 

STEM Outreach Team the necessity for a standardized After-Action Report (AAR) that can 

be disseminated to participants. The purpose of this online Google Forms is to ensure that 

the USMA ARES team receives the proper feedback from STEM Engagement participants so 

that the team can improve its future engagements and make them more subject-oriented. 

The Google Forms AAR appears like the following: 
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Figure 34: Cadet Engagement Form 

 

 
Figure 35: STEM Engagement AAR 
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7.3 Resources Utilized 

 In terms of content, USMA ARES Stem Engagement Team has drafted multiple 

sources that can be utilized to facilitate the learning process in engagements. One source 

that will be utilized is the following link from NASA’s website: 

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/topics.htm. This domain provides 

PowerPoints that cover topics that are digestible for beginning to learn about rocketry – 

which we intend to be the majority of our audience. Specifically, USMA ARES seeks to 

utilize the PowerPoint presentation called, “Rocket Modeler Talk - Beginner's Guide to 

Rockets” which effectively covers Newton’s Laws and how they relate to rocketry. If USMA 

ARES has the opportunity to engage with older age groups, there are specified PowerPoints 

provided in the NASA source that is structured for older age groups. Some of the 

presentations USMA ARES could prepare to brief to older subjects are “Rocket Science – 

Advanced” and “Earth Moon System.”  

 Another source USMA ARES intends on using is the following source: 

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-a-straw-rocket/. This source is also 

from NASA – specifically their Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the California Institute of 

Technology. This source contains step by step instructions (including a video) of how to 

make straw rockets. USMA ARES believes that this straw rocket building activity can be 

used to supplement the lessons on rocketry from the PowerPoint presentations. In addition 

to providing subjects of our engagements with valuable information regarding rocketry, 

this activity will serve as a way to excite our attendees about rocketry and leave them with 

a physical memento that they can take home with them. All sources utilized in presenting 

to STEM Outreach Engagements, will be disseminated to the attendees for their future 

exploration into rocketry, space, and its sciences. 

7.4 STEM Engagement Schedule 

Date Event Content 
9/23/2022 Connect 

Program 
Rocket Modeler Talk - Beginner's Guide to Rockets 

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/topics.htm
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-a-straw-rocket/
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketTalk.ppt
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10/14/2022 Connect 
Program 

Simple Machines  

10/22/2022 Army Football 
Scout Day  

This IS Rocket Science/Rocket Modeler 
Talk/https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/
make-a-straw-rocket/. 

11/18/2022 Scout Rocket 
Derby 

This IS Rocket Science 

12/02/2022 Connect 
Program 

High Speed Flight  

1/20/2023 Connect 
Program 

Introduction to FoilSim, EngineSim and 
RocketModeler 

2/9/2023-
2/11/2023 

LEADS Program 
(Miami) 

TBD based on conference – will be thoroughly 
planned if accepted 

3/3/2023 Connect 
Program 

Aerospace Career Talk 

Table 47: STEM Engagement Schedule 

 

7.5 STEM Engagement Content Outlines 

 The following STEM Engagements are outlines according to the topics involved in 

each presentation. The Content Outlines are color-coded based on the age group to which 

each individual topic and subtopic can be presented. One star (*) represents content 

feasible for 1st grade to 5th grade students; two stars (**) represents content feasible for 6th 

grade to 9th grade students, three stars (***) represents content feasible for 10th grade to 

college level students, and four stars (****) represents graduate level to professional level 

content.  

9/23/2022 Connect 
Program 

Rocket Modeler Talk - Beginner's Guide to Rockets 

Rocket Modeler Talk – Beginner’s Guide to Rocket’s 

I. Topic 1: Newton’s Laws of Motion 
a. Newton’s First Law (*) 

i. Visual example (*) 
ii. Rocket Application 

1. Forces on Model Rocket in Flight (**) 
2. Flight of Model Rocket (**) 
3. Forces on Model Rocket at Liftoff (**) 

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/SimpleMacSpace.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketScience.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketTalk.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketTalk.ppt
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-a-straw-rocket/
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-a-straw-rocket/
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketScience.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/HiSpeed.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/IntroTalk.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/IntroTalk.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/Career.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketTalk.ppt
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4. Acceleration at Liftoff (**) 
a. Calculating Acceleration (***) 

iii. Aircraft Motion (**) 
b. Newton’s Third Law (*) 

i. Free Falling Object Application (**) 
1. Motion of Free-Falling Object (**) 
2. Forces on Free-Falling Object (**) 

10/14/2022 Connect 
Program 

Simple Machines  

Simple Machines 

I. Topic 1: Machine Definition 
a. Example: TV (*) 
b. Simple machine intro (*) 

II. Topic 2: Simple Machines 
a. Intro to forces (*) 
b. 6 types of simple machines (*) 
c. How a simple machine works (*) 
d. Inclines Planes (*) 
e. Wedges (*) 
f. Screw (*) 
g. Lever (*) 
h. Wheel + Axel (*) 
i. Gears (*) 
j. Pulley (*) 
k. Simple Machine Scavenger Hunt (look around classroom) (*) 
l. Application to Rockets (**) 

i. Pictures with simple machines being used on rockets (**) 

 

 

10/22/2022 Army 
Football 
Scout Day  

This IS Rocket Science/Rocket Modeler 
Talk/https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-
a-straw-rocket/. 

This IS Rocket Science 

I. Topic 1: Forces of Flight 
a. Forces on Airplane (**) 
b. Forces on Rocket (**) 

II. Topic 2: Basic Science 

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/SimpleMacSpace.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketScience.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketTalk.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/RocketTalk.ppt
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-a-straw-rocket/
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/learn/project/make-a-straw-rocket/
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a. Newtons Laws of Motion Overview (*) 
b. Introduction to Forces (*) 
c. Ballistic Flight Equations (**) 
d. Newton’s Second Law (**) 
e. Parts of Rocket (**) 

III. Topic 3: Payloads 
a. What is a Payload? (*) 

IV. Topic 4: Frames 
a. What are Frames? (**) 
b. Types of Frames (**) 

V. Topic 5: Rocket Propulsion 
a. Combustion (***) 
b. Liquid Rocket Thrust (***) 
c. Solid Rocket Thrust (***) 

VI. Topic 6: Guidance/Trajectory 
a. Flight to Orbit (***) 
b. Booster Staging (***) 
c. Gimbaled Thrust (***) 
d. Flight of Model Rocket (*) 

i. Stages of Flight (*) 
e. Stomp Rockets (*) 

i. Execute stomp rockets (*) 

Rocket Modeler Talk 

I. Topic 1: Newtons Laws of Motion 
a. Overview of Newton’s Laws (*) 
b. Newton’s First Law (*) 

i. Rocket and Aircraft application (**) 
II. Topic 2: Rocket Flight 

a. Forces on Model Rocket (**) 
b. Flight of Model Rocket (**) 

i. Stages of Flight (**) 
c. Forces at Liftoff (**) 
d. Acceleration at Liftoff (**) 

i. Calculating Acceleration (***) 
e. Aircraft Motion in the Scalar Realm (***) 
f. Forces in Powered Flight (**) 

i. Calculating Horizontal and Vertical Forces (***) 
g. Forces in Coasting Flight (**) 

i. Calculating Horizontal and Vertical Forces (***) 
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h. Forces During Recovery (**) 
i. Calculating Horizontal and Vertical Forces (***) 

i. Terminal Velocity (**) 
i. Calculating Terminal Velocity (***) 

j. Determining Rocket Weight (***) 
k. Rocket Engine Performance (***) 
l. Shape Effects on Drag (**) 

i. Flow (**) 
m. Stability of a Model Rocket (***) 
n. Determining Center of Gravity (***) 

i. Calculating Center of Gravity (***) 
o. Determining Center of Pressure (***) 

i. Calculating Center of Pressure (***) 
p. Measuring Altitude of Model Rocket (***) 

i. Calculating Altitude W/Out Devices (***) 
q. Weather Cocking (***) 

III. Topic 3: Newton’s Third Law 
a. Free Falling Objects Overview (**) 
b. Motion of Free-Falling Objects (**) 
c. Forces on Free-Falling object (**) 

Making Straw Rockets 

I. Topic 1: Building Strong Rocket 
a. Watch Tutorial (*) 
b. Gather Materials (*) 
c. Cut Out and Shape Rocket Body (*) 
d. Cut Out and Tape Fins (*) 
e. Make a “Fin” Sandwich (*) 
f. Bend the Fins (*) 
g. Make the Nose Cone (*) 
h. Measure the Nose Cone (*) 
i. Prepare for Launch (*) 
j. Test Launch Execution (*) 
k. Measure Distance Traveled (*) 
l. Improve Design (*) 

I. Topic 2: Launch Competition 

11/18/2022 Connect 
Program 

High Speed Flight  

High Speed Flight 

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/HiSpeed.ppt
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I. Topic 1: States of Matter 
a. Solid  (*) 
b. Liquid (*) 
c. Gas (*) 

II. Topic 2: Speed of Sound 
a. Light and Sound Speed (*) 

i. Lighting strike application (*) 
b. Mach Number (**) 

i. Types of aircrafts with Mach Speeds 1-5 (**) 
c. Problems at High Speed (**) 

i. Large Forces (**) 
ii. High Temperatures (**) 

d. Speed Regimes (*) 
i. Low Subsonic (*) 

ii. High Subsonic (*) 
iii. Low Supersonic (*) 
iv. High Supersonic (*) 
v. Low Hypersonic (*) 

vi. High Hypersonic (*) 

1/20/2023 Connect 
Program 

Introduction to FoilSim, EngineSim and 
RocketModeler 

Introduction to Foilsim, EngineSim and RocketModeler 

I. Topic 1: Newton’s Laws of Motion 
a. Newton’s First Law (*) 

i. Rocket/Airplane Application (*) 
b. Four Forces on an Airplane (*) 

II. Topic 2: What is Lift? 
a. Lift Equation (***) 
b. Aerodynamic Forces 
c. Conservation of Momentum (***) 

i. 1 Dimension, Steady Flow (***) 
III. Topic 3: What is Thrust? 

a. General Thrust Equation (***) 
b. Engine Thrust Summary (**) 
c. Fuel Mass Flow Rate (***) 

i. Fuel/Air Ratio (***) 
IV. Topic 4: Rocket Flight 

a. Forces on a Model Rocket (**) 
b. Flight of a Model Rocket (**) 

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/IntroTalk.ppt
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/IntroTalk.ppt
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i. Stages of Flight (**) 
c. Forces in Powered Flight (**) 

i. Calculating Horizontal and Vertical Forces (***) 
d. Shape Effects on Drag (**) 

i. Flow 
e. Forces in Coasting Flight (**) 

i. Calculating Horizontal and Vertical Forces (***) 
f. Terminal Velocity (**) 

i. Calculating Terminal Velocity (***) 
g. Forces During Recovery (**) 

i. Calculating Horizontal and Vertical Forces (***) 

3/3/2023 Connect 
Program 

Aerospace Career Talk 

Aerospace Career Talk 

I. Topic 1: What does it mean to be an Engineer? 
a. Ingenuity (*) 
b. What is an Engineer? (*) 
c. Types of Engineering (*) 

i. Mechanical (used in many other types of engineering) (*) 
ii. Electrical (*) 

iii. Chemical (*) 
iv. Biological (*) 
v. Mining (*) 

vi. Architecture (*) 
vii. Aeronautical (*) 

viii. Automotive (*) 
ix. Compute (*) 
x. Industrial (*) 

xi. Civil (*) 
d. Engineering Process (*) 

i. Customer (*) 
ii. Engineers (*) 

1. Education  (*) 
2. Experience (*) 

iii. Design (*) 
iv. Analysis (*) 
v. Test (*) 

vi. Product (*) 
vii. Repeat (*) 

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/rocket/Talks/Career.ppt
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II. Topic 2: Aeronautical Engineering 
a. What is Aeronautical Engineering? (*) 
b. Components of Aeronautical Engineering (*) 

i. Aerodynamics (*) 
ii. Propulsion (*) 

iii. Structures (*) 
c. Disciplines Needed for Each Component of Aeronautical Engineering 

(***) 
i. Aerodynamics (***) 

1. Math (***) 
a. Differential Equations (***) 
b. Statistics (***) 
c. Complex Variables (***) 

2. Physics (***) 
a. Boundary Layers (***) 
b. Compressible Aeronautics (***) 

3. Chemistry (***) 
a. Fluids (***) 

4. Computer (***) 
a. Finite Differentials (***) 

ii. Propulsion (***) 
1. Math (***) 

a. Differential Equations (***) 
b. Fourier Analysis (***) 
c. Tensors (***) 

2. Physics (***) 
a. Thermodynamics (***) 
b. Compressible Aeronautics (***) 

3. Chemistry (***) 
a. Reactions (***) 

4. Computer (***) 
a. Reduced Reactions (***) 

iii. Structures (***) 
1. Math (***) 

a. Matrices (***) 
b. Vectors (***) 
c. Geometry (***) 

2. Physics (***) 
a. Statistics (***) 
b. Dynamics (***) 
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3. Chemistry (***) 
a. Materials (***) 

4. Computer (***) 
a. Finite Elements (***) 

d. Computational Fluid Dynamics (***) 
e. Aspects of an Aeronautical Engineering Career (*) 

i. Responsibility (*) 
ii. Teamwork (*) 

iii. Lifelong Learning (*) 
iv. Reading/Writing (*) 
v. Public Speaking (*) 

vi. Physical Health (*) 
vii. Travel (*) 

 

7.6 USMA ARES Social Media and Website  

As this is the first year West Point has taken part in the NASA Student Launch 

competition USMA ARES built a social media base from scratch. The academy’s resources 

served extensively with the initialization of the USMA ARES webpage installed into the 

WestPoint.edu website. USMA ARES Tech Team coordinated with Information Technology 

Specialist Mr. Cortlin Austin, who served as the point of contact to set up the webpage. The 

USMA ARES Tech Team was given full creative autonomy and collected information, 

photos, and videos to set up the webpage. The webpage is still under development and will 

be the primary location for information on the USMA ARES team, their team culture/focus, 

and their progress in the competition. Currently, it outlines who is on the USMA ARES team 

with their position and features the adopted motto of USMA ARES (chosen by the Tech 

Team) “Victoria aut Mors.” 

            USMA ARES has established a Twitter and Instagram account. These pages are in 

their preliminary stages and will be developed as we get photos and videos to post. They 

will primarily be used to promote USMA ARES but will also be a resource for STEM 

Outreach Engagements. Those interested in the outreach opportunities will look to these 

resources for guidance and inspiration to participate. This will also serve as a point of 

record for progress made through the project’s operation and create a professional 

appearance for the USMA ARES team. The social media accounts and website will serve as 
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the critical piece of infrastructure Connecting USMA ARES to the rest of the world as they 

pursue this endeavor and will display the professionalism and excellence associated with 

the team and United States Military Academy. 

 Moving forward, the Social Media team is focusing on collaboration with the PANE 

department and SPEAR-HRT and their respective social media teams. A critical goal moving 

forward will be Bios of our ARES team leadership with headshots, followed by respective 

lower tiered members. The intent behind this initiative is to create a sense of 

understanding with the accounts’ current and prospective followers on what the team is 

currently active with and what the internal culture of the team is beyond the “nerdy” 

exterior. Additionally, we have made attempts to include not only the SPEAR club meetings 

or research technical meetings, but also the live rocket demonstration which allowed for 

club member certifications. This is a part of an initiative to liven the appearance and 

culture of USMA ARES. The end state for the social media team has and continues to be 

gaining attention from prospective members as well as gaining recognition as an organic 

West Point asset. The team stays ready to execute successfully and professionally in this 

year’s competition, with winning being their primary concern. Our mission as a media team 

is to build the following and culture of the Launch Competition in West Point for the 

following years, focusing on long term perceptions. On a move going forward, we are 

considering the possibility of building a Facebook account to further our reach. 

 

7.7 Social Media and Website Images 
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Figure 36: Social Media Engagement 
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